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PROLOGUE

Exploit kits have become one of the most widespread and destructive threat that Internet users face on a daily basis. Since the first actor, which has been categorized as exploit kit, namely MPack, appeared in 2006, we have seen a new era on exploit kit variants compromising popular websites, infecting hosts and delivering destructive malware, following an exponentially evolvement to date. With the growing threat landscape, large enterprises to domestic networks, have started to adopt multiple security solutions to guard their perimeter against them.

An exploit kit is actually a type of malicious toolkit that is used to identify and exploit security holes found in web browser plugins installed on victim’s computer, for the purpose of facilitating the real aim of spreading and infecting the computer with a type of malware. Exploit kit authors have been proven quite skilled programmers of crimeware which embodies sophisticated code and characteristics considered as challenging in terms of analysis and detection, for both security controls and analysts.

In this thesis, we will try to examine the exploit kit phenomenon and cover all perspectives. First of all, we will explain the motivating factor of studying this subject and refer to cybersecurity researchers’ previous work regarding exploit kit analysis. We will also refer to cyber security incidents of the past having as main actor an exploit kit and describe their infrastructure and business model they usually follow for profiting from their underground activity. To familiarize the reader with the exploit kits, we will discuss the ways of propagating themselves and describe and analyze their main characteristics that can be categorized as attack characteristics and self-defense characteristics. We have also covered the procedure of analyzing network traffic captures that contain traffic produced by exploit kits, so as to give a walkthrough to the researchers who will be interested in performing a basic malware traffic analysis.

Finally, we designed a simple command line script that takes as input a packet capture file that contains network traffic captured during live infection by exploit kit, parses the packets according to the exploit kit theory that is described in this thesis, to indicate in turn, the potential attack path the actor followed to compromise the victim. Our code is based on the results of our research and our observations by analyzing many malware samples. It would be possibly useful for a researcher who wants to a quickly identify a starting point to begin his analysis of samples containing exploit kit traffic.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

For sure, exploit kits (a.k.a. exploit packs) constitute the most destructive cyber threat of the recent years. They are designed to cause a range of damage between making the infected computer part of a botnet, installing a trojan horse or spyware or even block the user from operating the affected computer or destroy users’ personal files by encrypting them. Establishing the victim computer as part of a botnet or installing a spyware, targets directly users’ privacy. The botnet can likely host resources through which punishable criminal activities can be served in favor of bot administrators, harming also the user who has unintendedly been infected. An equally bad scenario is to get infected by ransomware that blocks the access to computer, encrypts personal and valuable files and requires a ransom to be paid in order for the victim to restore its files. Most of the times the infection has devastating results and victims lose their computer files.

**Exploit kits** are a serious cyber threat today, estimated to be responsible for the vast percentage of malware infections worldwide. They are distributed mostly through both public and underground sources such as the Dark Web, where they can either be purchased or rent per several days with a relatively low cost in comparison with the damage they can cause. Customers appear to be a wide range of potentially criminal audiences, from inexperienced hackers to seasoned notorious cyber criminals. Although in the past the first infections had started as a demonstration or proof of power and hacking skills of unconscious attackers or something like a game between programmers, the phenomenon evolved through these years to take the shape of a massive cyber threat. The modern cybercrime is well organized like a well-structured retail enterprise with directors, employees and sales network offering its services all over the world, getting the name "**exploit kit-as-a-service**" which totally describes its massive profit and proliferation.

As far as this thesis is concerned, we tried to keep a comprehensive structure so as to facilitate the reader to follow the subject, mainly unwrapped in the second chapter. The level of technical detail in our descriptions escalates gradually chapter by chapter for better understanding. To put the reader into context, we will mention at first the previous research conducted in academic level regarding the main theme of this thesis. A lot of security researchers from all over the world cooperated in order to work on and examine in detail the exploit kit phenomenon. Multiple different approaches have been followed in a attempt to understand how this massive threat gained so much space in global cyber threat landscape, how evolves through the years of action and what new characteristics has adopted to follow the also rapid technological evolvement, what resources currently needs and how it manages them in order to propagate itself and, of course, how the average user is able to protect himself. A lot of effort has been put by known security research laboratories, security pioneers and other individuals in updating
the rules of the already popular commercial and free security products, to embody exploit kit detection and prevention mechanisms or designing from-scratch new products that would perform in deep analysis of the threat behavior, in an attempt to be as proactive as possible. This thesis is based on the papers discussed in the next section, on systematic review of multiple reports and other resources through Internet searches, as well as lots of hours of manual analysis of malicious samples acquired from public security repositories[5][6]. Furthermore, we will discuss the motivation of conducting this study on exploit kits and its characteristics that explain why this thesis has been written.

### Related Work

**Eshete and Venkatakrishnan** [1] presented a comprehensive work regarding drive-by-download attacks and specifically they analyzed malicious URLs of known exploit kits which play the crucial role in triggering the infection chain. After describing in detail the core characteristics of exploit kits, they designed a system, namely WebWinnow, that is capable of parsing malicious URLs, supplied to a honey-client infrastructure through which a machine learning classifier is trained continuously leveraging the most effective machine learning algorithms to decide in turn if the sample is suspicious and to which known exploit kit resembles to. The WebWinnow system takes as input data from locally installed exploit kits from source code that researches had in possession, live exploit kits on the Web, as well as legitimate URLs to increase the entropy of the samples and simulate real traffic. The overall implementation scored good results according to their system evaluation yielding low false positives. Besides this, we would like to highlight the valuable contribution of the authors in collecting the majority of attack and self-defense characteristics of exploit kits.

**Cova, Kruegel and Vigna** [2], also worked on drive-by-download attacks, presenting a different approach on parsing malicious JavaScript code within web content. They designed a system, the JSAND, that detects anomalous behavior in JavaScript samples by training a machine learning classifier provided with predefined malicious ("known-good"), benign ("known-bad") and uncategorized datasets. The system analyzes the samples, extracts exploit features, identifies anomalous parameters, and performs dynamic analysis via high-interaction honeypot clients especially set up for parsing the samples. The researchers focused much on evaluating their system and compare it with tools of different detection philosophy such as signature-based tools, low-interaction honeyclients and high-interaction honeyclients. Overall, the system achieved better results and identified more anomalies than the other tools, having a few false negatives.
Taylor et al. [3], also used machine learning algorithms to classify exploit kit instances based on subtree similarity method. Their system indexes samples of HTTP traffic including client browser interaction and convert them into tree-like representations. Then, the classifier was trained with these representations that were crafted based on known to be malicious structural patterns of exploit kit traffic. The system has deployed in a large enterprise environment and achieved to identify a good amount of exploit kits without any false positives.

Shindo, Satoh, Nakamura and Iida [4], proposed a lightweight approach on detecting potential attacks of exploit kits, based on the analysis of the file type transitions of web sessions. Their system takes as input legitimate and malicious datasets which will be broken into sessions and subsequently analyzed and filtered based on file type extensions that are known to often get involved in exploit kit activities. In this manner, the system was capable to judge if the sample communication was malicious or benign. The results for JavaScript and Flash files was as good as they expected.

**Motivation**

The main motivating factor for writing this thesis is the will to study in detail the most prevalent cyber threat of recent years, discover the main components of its ecosystem and analyze its patterns and attack characteristics. It was also the will to scratch the surface of the cybercrime scene and its underground economy which is nowadays growing bigger. Becoming familiar with exploit kit's techniques in terms of infection and learning their tactics, offers to the researcher the advantage of taking proactive measures against compromise and being ready in case of a security incident occurs. For sure, author's personal experience of interacting with a ransomware in the past, was an additional motivation for studying this threat better.

- *Know your enemy* -

*Sun Tzu, “The Art of War”*
CHAPTER 2 - CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPLOIT KITS

What is an exploit kit?

An **exploit kit** (hereinafter EK) is software that automates the **identification** and **exploitation** of victim’s computer (typically via their web browser), to then deliver a malware payload and infect the target machine\(^1\).

In a nutshell, the exploit kit is the vehicle to infect a remote host with malware.

Incidents of the past

The massive proliferation of malware infection around the world has drawn the attention of threat intelligent vendors and organizations, who have issued corresponding information notes and alerts in an attempt to prevent from these threats. From 2006 to date, numerous incidents involving exploit kits have taken place in the wild, targeting from simple home computers and smartphones to bank institutions and large enterprise networks. The severity of the incidents also varied from simple computer disruptions easily fixed with system restore to previous backup, to more serious consequences such as total access block from critical systems and reputational loss due to sensitive data leakage. Fortunately, security experts in international information security organizations, companies of the private sector, as well as individuals - security researchers, continuously investigate these types of attacks, perform analysis, design security products to fight against them, provide prevention controls, warn, and train the public against the cybercrime.

In this section, we are going to mention some of the most known cyber security incidents regarding attacks by EKs that came in the limelight in the past few years. The first incident described in following, also motivated the author to study in detail the EKs and constitutes the reason of writing this thesis.

Perhaps, the reader has been victim in the past or has heard about someone in his environment who has been attacked by any of the popular exploit kits, but didn’t really know what it was. For instance, in 2012 in Greece, the so called “Greek Police Virus” malware infected thousands of computers, raising a window after infection, pretending to be originated by the Greek Police Authorities that

was actually freezing the computer's screen and was informing the user that a fictional virus had been installed in his computer, requiring an amount of money (about 100€) to be paid in order for the victim to have the computer's control and personal documents and files back. Of course, continuous incidents raised the attention of the Greek Police Authorities that had to issue technical guidelines on how the computer owner could remove the notorious malware. The aforementioned malware was a variant of Reveton crypto-ransomware (or just, ransomware) equipped with the capability to lock the screen of the affected hosts, delivered by exploit kits through browser compromise or spam emails.

The message displayed on the locked screen is illustrated below:

![Figure 1 - Greek Police Virus screen message](image)

At the time the user faces this pop-up window, is not able to close it or navigate elsewhere in his computer; the malware persists even after reboot of the computer. This type of ransomware enforces the display of a country-specific message, translated to the language the user has set as default, showing real badges from the national Police Authority, as well as a picture of the President of the country, the real IP address and underlying operating system, to convince the victim that the authorities have blocked the access to his computer and so proceed with
paying the ransom as a result of his fault. There is also a message accusing the victim for criminal offense and displaying the corresponding law excerpts regarding this act, as well as informing that all files have been encrypted and a form to pay by using UKash or PaySafeCard. Although, for technical people this was obviously a scam, the average computer user believed that the Greek Police locked their screen, demanding to pay a fine for a fake law infringement they supposed to have done.

Commonly, this kind of infections with rogue screen lockers and other malware delivered by exploit kits in general, are a consequence of poor PC security. At the end of the document, we give some simple guidelines on how to protect against EKs.

In February 2016, the Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center lost the control of its computer systems due to cyber-attack. The attackers managed to infect the systems with a variant of ransomware that blocked the access to hospital staff and won’t release the attack until the amount of $17,000 in bitcoins would be paid. The real attack path has not been identified yet, but it could probably have been conducted by EK adversarial activities as the attack path is pretty much the same as the EK’s. Since the hospital could not afford delaying its crucial operations on which people’s lives rely and could not wait the backup restore process, the chief executive decided to pay the ransom. The result of the assault is unclear after the decision to pay off the cyber criminals. Typically, authorities that perform the investigations do not encourage people from paying the hackers, out of fear that it encourages cybercrime to launch more attacks and make more money against victims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How do you get compromised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploit kits compromise victims via a process called <strong>drive-by-download</strong> attack. The common scenario is the victim that browses to a compromised website and is redirected to the EK gate without interacting at all with the website’s content – simply by navigating to the vulnerable website. The infection can happen invisibly with the use of an IFRAME, unbeknownst to the victim. The victim’s host and especially the browser is probed for vulnerabilities. If it is vulnerable, the corresponding exploit is delivered via malicious payloads to the host and executed to help download the real malware that is stored to disk or injected directly into the memory. At that time, the victim is fully compromised. The level of damage on the victim’s host depends on the installed malware.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most of the times, infection occurs without needing victim's interaction; there is no pop-up windows or windows to click through. All it takes is just browsing to compromised website to get infected. However, it is possible for the infection to demand victim's interaction, for instance, by clicking on a malicious advertisement or a link within a spam email so as to trigger the whole process.

The malware delivered by the EK will not be apparent from the user, unless the EK happens to be a variant of ransomware when the user will be noticed to pay an amount of bitcoins to decrypt his sensitive documents.

Finally, the EK maintains its health and the statistics of infection, publishing them to the EK administrator.

For reader's convenience, we will summarize the chain of infection as follows:

**Figure 2 - Infection chain**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Victim host navigates to a compromised website with malicious injected script</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>The injected script generates an HTTP request for an EK landing page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>The EK landing page determines if the computer has any vulnerable browser-based applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>The EK sends an exploit for any vulnerable application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>If the exploit is successful, the EK sends a payload and executes it as a background process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>The victim’s host is infected by the malware payload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EK Infrastructure**

Exploit kits are designed to support underground business that nets money from unsuspecting victims. Obviously, an infrastructure that earns millions of dollars per year, cannot be a simple network counting one or two simple web servers. The infrastructure must be solid, functional and must ensure the availability of its operations at any time, since it should be serving thousands of connections per hour, because potential loss of availability due to bottlenecks or other system delays means loss in money. We are going to depict below the core infrastructure components of Angler EK, because it has a representative architecture and applies more or less to other EKs too. Furthermore, we will describe the how core components talk with each other so as to have a better notion of EK’s internal processes.
According to the depicted model, after the victim navigates on a compromised website dictated by an EK, he usually stumbles upon a rogue IFRAME that redirects him to the **Proxy Server**. The Proxy Server is the only component of the EK architecture that interacts directly with the victim and is used to redirect to the EK gate (landing page) and generally, route the traffic between all instances through them safely, actually hiding their malicious communication. Typically, EKs utilize more than one proxy server. Then, the Proxy Server retrieves the landing pages, exploits tailored to browser’s vulnerabilities and payloads from the **Exploit Server** which is responsible for storing them centrally and delivering it to victim, similarly through proxies. The vast majority of EKs utilize a Linux distribution as the operating system of Exploit Server and a version of NGINX server as the underlying HTTP web server. During all internal communications, a **Status Server** correlates logs from all instances in order to maintain the health status of the system. Specifically, acting as monitoring interface, submits in a timely manner HTTP requests to the proxy servers and receives special responses from which determines the health status of the proxy and if someone has compromised it or has tampered with its contents. In addition to these checks, the Status Server is able to collect all access logs and information, e.g. victim IP addresses, User-Agents, etc. in order to push them to the Master Server. The **Master Server** aggregates and correlates all data retrieved from each Status Server, handles the trade with the customers who rent or buy the service and provides statistical information such
as compromise rate, transactions, etc to EK owners.

The above mentioned distributed management facilitates the overall operation to flow fast, without harming the availability of the service neither towards the victims nor the customers. A single Exploit Server collaborates with a series of Proxy Servers in order to confuse the traffic, harden the traceability, and in turn protect it from detection. The segregation of exploits helps the business model to putting into production the newer exploits without interrupting at all the on-going process, as well as effectively allows charging separately (regularly, higher) the newest exploits, such as zero-days.

### Propagation

In this section, we will mention the ways EKs leverage in order to spread through the Internet and propagate themselves to the potential victims. Higher amount of compromised hosts is translated into higher revenues for cybercrime, explaining why EK masterminds invest many resources and time in developing the optimal techniques for delivering malware.

Security researchers have categorized the campaigns of EKs according to their characteristics, attack vectors, and the malware they usually drop. We are going to discuss about several campaigns along with the main technical analysis in subsequent chapter for better understanding.

### EK Campaigns

This kind of campaigns aim to redirect the victim to the EK’s landing page either directly or leading to a gate before reaching the actual landing page. The means are in fact IFRAME redirectors and scripts injected in popular yet compromised websites having as goal to redirect the victim to the EK’s landing page. Another way is the malicious module that insert hidden IFRAMEs with certain responses into Apache (Linux) web servers at the beginning and NGINX and some IIS versions at the end. The malicious module injected the redirection via the `LoadModule` module into the configuration file of server, harming it at the root level. This infection was difficult to detect because the malware was only active when both the server and site admins are not logged in and the IFRAME was only injected once a day (or once a week) per IP address. It is easily understood, that such a kind of server-level infection was not able to reproduce and was very difficult to reveal.

Popular campaigns are EITest, Darkleech, Pseudo-Darkleech, Afraidgate, 302
redirect, gonext, randphp, trk, vollumne, customredir, IPredir, IPredirvariant, Malshadow and more.

**SPAM CAMPAIGNS**

One of the most effective ways EKs use to propagate themselves, is the electronic mail service via adversarial phishing campaigns. Attackers usually design an eye-catching message to raise the victim’s attention, within which has embodied a falsified link targeting to the compromised web pages they control or via attachments within this message. The user can get compromised by following the links within an Adobe Acrobat document (format .pdf) or just by opening the attached document (most often a Microsoft Word Document, format .docx) containing embedded macros that will be executed to start the infection process.

**MALVERTISING**

Furthermore, another way of delivering EKs to many victims is the malvertising campaigns. We use the term malvertising to describe the online advertisement on a website that has been tampered with a falsified object or piece of code, so as to perform unintended redirections to EK’s servers upon visitor’s interaction. The foreground visualization is usually a text message, an animation, a video, a GIF, etc that tend to raise the visitor’s attention to click on it, with the expectation to redirect them to the corresponding online store or offered service website. However, the underlying code is carefully designed to bypass common security filters and redirect the visitor to EK’s gate in order to exploit his host. Usually, the advertisement network companies and operators themselves are the first victims of cyber criminals because EKs launch their attacks via their compromised servers. This happens when the EK masterminds have already hacked, for example, the web hosting service and then they have found the way to inject scripts in its websites.
EK & Underground Economy

In the context of Cyber Security, the EK phenomenon is nothing else than business of its owners. Cyber criminals behind the most prevalent EKs, take their business seriously to maximize their profit. That’s why they put so much effort in adopting new methods and technological trends, always acting from the bad side by means of bypassing the newest security policies and detection methods. The terms EK-as-a-Service (EKaaS) or Malware-as-a-Service (MaaS) are not new to security community who closely watches the underground economy growing fast, mostly routed through the so called Dark Web a.k.a. Deep Web.

In Dark Web, which among other lawbreaking territories, it counts a sheer amount of money stemmed from outlaw activities, cyber criminals find hospitable area to offer their services and trade anonymously. The price of renting one of the leading EKs is often a few hundred dollars per month; approximately $500/month. Some EKs can also be sold in their entirety for approximately $20-30k. Buyer can be anyone who wants to hide his criminal activities behind the anonymity that Tor and other encrypted networks offer, such as desperate individuals, enterprises, or governments. The EKs are typically sold via underground forums which usually operate on an invitation-only basis to avoid infiltration by law enforcement and security researchers. The author cannot distinguish those who purchase EKs, from cyber criminals that designed them. Additionally, the EK owners provide the buyers with a management console to oversee the malicious activities of the employed EKs, as well as having a full view of their effectiveness, status, and cost of renting the service. The buyer from his part, must provide his equipment and infrastructure for this service. Once the rent is paid, the buyer has full access to the monitoring interface and additional features that the EK may has been shipped with, to attack at will. The cyber security community has defined the term campaign as an attack or a series of attacks launched from a distinct infrastructure leveraging an EK.

On the other hand, buyers of crimeware, they do not differ from the normal buyers having their own demands and spending their money to products that deserve them. As a consequence, cyber criminals that want to increase their revenue, tend to follow buyers’ preferences. We have summarized below what crimeware buyers demand from EK designers and what EK designers actually try to fix so as to offer a more attractive product:

β Better hit-rate of the EK

because from buyers’ aspect, the most important thing is to have as many infections as possible, and from designers’ point of view, means more money especially if they charge by successful hits

β Attractive pricing
The “pay-per-install” EKs is significantly more attractive offer, as the buyer have to pay only for the successful malware and not for they that miss

Better marketing name

Indeed, EK “superstars”, which means famous EKs, tend to be more attractive to buyers.

Number of zero-days

Complementary to marketing name, sales also depend on the amount of zero-day exploits the EKs are claiming to have into possession.

Flow of traffic

EK designers that maintain a high rate and steady flow on their landing pages, earn higher incomes.

User friendly

Besides technically confident buyers, EKs also refer to non-technical cybercriminals. For this reason, designers developed nice user interfaces, web panels and functions that facilitate the adversarial activities.

Extra features

EK designers tend to include additional features such as combinations of different malware types, configuration options and add-on functions for skilled buyers who want to make the most of their purchase.

Incorporate undetectable droppers

In addition to extra features, buyers prefer the EKs that possess stealthier droppers, like Trojan droppers that evolve in a regular basis so as to effectively evade updated security products, than the ones not having this option.

Up-to-date EKs

Last feature that matters in terms of sales, is if the EK keeps up with the latest developments, integrates fresh vulnerabilities as soon as they discovered and new exploits as soon as they published.

That said, it is more than obvious now that EK-as-a-service is like a true business based on real business models, with owners that worry about and strive for increasing their sales, having also demanding customers. Cyber criminals are moving fast in adopting new techniques, because most of the times, their aim is to make money.

EKs success relies heavily on the popularity of the websites they compromise. The higher the profile and number of visitors of the vulnerable website, the greater the
volume of traffic towards the EK servers and greater the probability for the EK to infect victim hosts.

By targeting adult sites or gambling sites, chances are it probably will not going to hit enterprise users because constantly enterprise networks filter this type of websites.

The following figure displays the annual revenue and its corresponding resources of the most dominant exploit kit of 2015 as cited on Cisco’s Annual Security Report (2016).

![Figure 4 - Revenue and resource of Anger EK (2015)](image)

According to these statistics, it was estimated that Angler averagely targeted 90 thousand hosts per day via approximately 147 active redirection servers per month. From those hosts, 40% were finally compromised and about 62% of them had finally infected with variants of ransomware. By taking into consideration that averagely 2.9% of the victims finally pay the ransom of about $300 per infection, Angler EK seems to reaching the surprisingly large amount of 34 million dollars on 2015.
Background on Exploit Kits

EK’s Adversarial Activity
Recall that an EK is basically a web-based platform for compromising hosts via some kind of malware. The chain of infection in most cases is the following:

One or more redirections leading to the gate with occasional probing of the system. If a vulnerability is identified, they deliver a landing page to probe the browser and determine the underlying technology of plugins. If they find a match with a suitable exploit from their arsenal, they deliver a payload to the host, containing the dropper which is responsible of downloading and executing the malware.

The exploitation phase during the EK’s activity includes the execution of exploit code via installer scripts, triggering of the publicly available or zero-day exploit code, executing payloads to register the affected host as part of a botnet, storing Trojans and spyware, as well as performing several administration tasks reflecting their status to the EK administration panel.

Attack Characteristics

Nature of EK
The majority of EKs are mostly constructed by open-source components because they are free of cost. They are usually written in HTML and PHP language and usually embody third-party code excerpts in JavaScript and CSS. EK authors usually rely on Apache and Nginx web servers for serving their landings pages. The sheer majority of droppers and launchers are Flash files which are most probably supported by common web browsers. In case the EK is delivered via spam email containing a malicious attachment, usually that attachment, e.g. a Microsoft Word document, contains a VBScript script for downloading and launching the malware. Sometimes, the Powershell language is used for executing shellcode and the downloaded specimen. Also, they are usually employ MySQL databases for storing their arsenal of exploits within the Exploit Server.

As far as the malware delivered in the final phase of the infection is concerned, is usually written in C/C++ language to ensure interoperability with a range of target systems and because it is faster than the other languages. For instance, a ransomware which is written in C language, containing code excerpts in assembly, executes much faster the encryption routines. EK authors tend to not prefer the C# language for malware because is slightly slower and because there are many free
tools that help researchers on performing reverse engineering on the specimen.

As we will discuss in subsequent section, the used JavaScript and other code excerpts in EKs, tend to be obfuscated to some extend in order to offer self-defense services against anti-malware installations that the victim’s host may has in place. In order to obfuscate their code, EK programmers are likely to purchase commercial obfuscators to do the job effectively and bypass detection products.

In the following two sections, we are going to describe the main characteristics of EKs separated in two categories. The first category refers to the patterns and tricks they leverage in order to achieve their malicious intentions. The second category represents the mechanisms they leverage in order to stay stealth against security products.

**Redirections**

Recall that the first step of infection is for a user to accidentally visit the vulnerable web page leading to the landing page of adversarial hosts that serve EKs. The chain of redirections is a crucial part to succeed, otherwise the victim will never reach the EK’s landing page. They can be performed server side or client side as we will see in following.

Redirections usually utilized by the vast majority of EKs for the following reasons:

- They are actually the starting point of EK’s malicious activity because they facilitate the opening of a communication channel between the victim and the exploit servers. Without them it would be harder for the EK to reach the visitor’s host.
- They obscure the network traffic so as the source website that has been compromised by the EK will be kept unnoticed for long time.
- They incommode tracking process and automated analysis
- They prevent malicious server from being flooded by multiple connections rendering it unable to offer its service. They try to keep the Exploit Servers equally busy.
- They direct the EK to specific regions according to their operators’ instructions.

Redirections towards the malicious gate can be achieved via injection to vulnerable web pages in several ways:

- By simply using JavaScript `window.open(url)` function targeting the
malicious domain. This is a client side type of redirection.

β By injecting invisible IFRAMEs (practically having zero height and width) or too large IFRAMEs (difficult for one to distinguish them from the legitimate page) embodying the redirection to malicious domain. This the most popular client side type of redirection.

β By injecting specially crafted HTML code that leverages normal server redirection of HTTP code 3XX and use it to target to the malicious domain (302 Cushioning) which is usually assigned to the “Location” header.

β By invoking Java applets or APIs which perform remote connections or invoking an already infected JavaScript library

β By falsifying the .htaccess file, in case of Apache server, by injecting redirection rules towards the landing page

β By using the HTML function HREF targeting to malicious domain

β By presenting a fake message or warning containing a script that performs the redirects when the visitor presses an option or closes it

The overall process is totally invisible to the average user and very quick so as to not raise suspicions. Even when the EK does not achieve to exploit the victim browser, it will respond with an abstract or blank web page in order to not be noticed by the user. It is worth noting that it is possible to interact with different EK every time you navigate to the same web page.

**302 Cushioning**

This is a server side method of redirecting the victim to the attacker's web server by displaying a fake “302 Found” server response status code and provide the URL pointing to the EK’s gate through the “Location” header. The term is coined by Cisco, also known as “Rogue 302 Redirectors”. Normally, the 302 redirection is legitimate and is constantly used by developers to navigate the visitors of the website to another webpage. Many EKs take advantage of this typical feature of web applications to redirect visitors to their malicious websites.

Of course, the prerequisite for the attackers is to have already identified and exploit a vulnerability within the web application or the web application provider, in order to inject the malicious redirection.

**Domain Shadowing**

This technique involves compromising the parent domain and creating multiple sub-domains with similar name that upon clicking on them redirect the visitor to EK’s landing page. Victims cannot distinguish the real website or advertisement (e.g. legitdomain.com) from the fake (e.g. ads.legitdomain.com) and
thereby is lured to communicate with the malicious server. EK maintainers can generate fraudulent sub-domains, mostly by stealing legitimate domain’s credentials, and delete them very quickly so as to not be captured by security systems and URL blocklists. For instance, if the attackers manage to steal the credentials of the victim’s account on his domain registrar, they would be able to generate the malicious sub-domains.

The domain shadowing campaigns prove to be a very effective technique since it’s very difficult to be stopped or detected. This is mostly because malicious sub-domains usually have a very short life span. Further to being active only for a few hours, they are also reached a few times, decreasing the possibility to get noticed. Blacklisting falsified domains won’t help either because not only the victims’ domains are being rotated but also their IP addresses. Furthermore, blacklisting the root domain poses a loss in registrar’s profit.

**Victim Profiling**

The EK’s primary concern is to gain as much knowledge as it can from the victim host so as to proceed in exploitation phase. The weakest link in this chain is the web browser which is successfully being probed by the attackers unbeknownst to user.

In order to perform host fingerprinting, EKs at first, gain several information regarding the visitor’s web browser by analyzing the User-Agent header, thus the web browser technology the victim uses to communicate over the Internet. This information is transmitted in clear text over the network. Obviously, EKs will not just rely on User-Agent inspection since one can easily utilize the User-Agent he wants and pretend to navigating, for instance, via a smartphone device. They use JavaScript code especially designed to perform this kind of checks upon running on victim’s browser.

They try to determine the version of the operating system and the browser as well as the plugins installed in the browser and their versions. The most common checks target Adobe Flash Player, Microsoft’s Silverlight and Java technologies which are usually installed as services on the browser of the average user in order for the browser to display better the modern web content of websites.

In following, we are going to describe the most popular fingerprinting techniques leveraged by EKs in the wild without diving into deep technical analysis.

**Fingerprinting Tactics**

In this paragraph, we will attempt to describe the most known techniques and
tricks EKs use to perform fingerprint checks on victim’s host. It should be noted, that most of the times the reason of leveraging the above mentioned tactics in order to gain as much knowledge as it is possible for the targeted system, is twofold: Firstly, they will use this information to enumerate the victim's system to subsequently launch a suitable attack for the specific host. Secondly, it is considered as an act of self-defense for preventing themselves from security systems. Possible misunderstanding of the victim’s system could lead them to a trap, a honeypot as it is called, which will probably reveal their criminal activity, which can be interpreted as financial loss for their underground business.

The fingerprinting phase takes place within the landing page and before the EK unleashes the suitable exploit for the under attack host and infects it with malware.

Some of the preliminary checks the EKs leverage to determine the nature of the victim host, are relatively simple, and are performed prior to reaching the gate. In this category are included the IP address verification so to know it is registered to a security company such as Kaspersky or Malwarebytes, or a known honeypot server, as well as geolocation checks and of course checks of the browser technology. As far as the browser is concerned, the User-Agent header embodied in the request submitted towards the malicious server, gives an indication of the browser’s and host’s underlying technology and will judge the result of the attack. For instance, if a browser is identified to be in the latest version which does not hold at all vulnerabilities and thus exploits, or does not hold any vulnerabilities available in the EK’s database, then the infection may terminate during the fingerprinting phase.

The above mentioned tactics refer to the beginning of infection chain where the victim triggers it via clicking on a maladvertisement. Getting to the EK gate via visiting a compromised website, includes these tactics but also triggers additional checks in following. Fingerprinting checks are also performed by the landing page itself because other victims may reach the EK gate via other means such as clicking on the malicious link embedded in a phishing email.

A common and simple check performed by several EKs such as Angler EK and Magnitude EK, is collecting information about the dimension and resolution of user’s screen. By determining the resolution, as well as if virtualization software is installed on the host, they can tell if it is a normal host or a virtual machine or a honeypot server. But how exactly are able to scan the local system and verify if a local file exists?

For many years, EKs were taking advantage of a vulnerability in Internet Explorer’s XMLDOM ActiveX object (CVE-2013-7331 - CVSS Base Score 5.8 Medium severity) which permitted host fingerprinting with a minimum need for user interaction. Specifically,
The Microsoft.XMLDOM ActiveX control in Microsoft Windows 8.1 and earlier allows remote attackers to determine the existence of local pathnames, UNC share pathnames, intranet hostnames, and intranet IP addresses by examining error codes, as demonstrated by a res:// URL and exploited in the wild in February 2014. (NVD, CVE-2013-7331)²

More vulnerabilities capable of doing the same thing, thus enumerating the remote machine’s filenames are registered as “Information Disclosure” vulnerabilities with the identifiers CVE-2015-2413, CVE-2016-3351 and CVE-2016-3298.

The latter (CVE-2016-3298³ CVSS Base Score 2.6 - Low severity) Internet Explorer vulnerability allows the attacker to determine if a specific directory is present in the victim’s system by invoking the loadXML(string) method through a MS XML DOM object. The figure below depicts a simple example of how this technique can be effective:

![Figure 5 - Fingerprinting via loadXML function](image)

This method, after some other function calls, returns the error code 0x800c0015 if the directory we are looking for exists or 0x800c005 if the directory does not exist. Via this error code, a simple EK routine can determine if security-related directories have been installed on the under attack system. The aforementioned vulnerability has been patched by Microsoft on Tuesday 11th of October (Patch Day) of that year.

Typically, all fingerprinting tactics try to gain knowledge of the underlying system, related to the following concerns:

- Scans for presence of AV or IDS/IPS software
- Checks if firewall is installed in the system
- Determines if the browser is running in sandbox
- Determines if virtualization software is installed
- Inspects the system for packet capture software

³ [https://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2016-3298](https://www.cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2016-3298)
Proceed in delivering the specimen if confirms none are present in the system

Later on the next chapter, we will dive more into technical detail of checks that EKs commonly perform when reaching the final phase of the compromise when the exploit is downloaded and executed.

**Traffic Distribution Systems**

As we have already stated, EKs strive to increase their profit from their malicious activities, carefully propagating themselves to targets that there is a good change to be compromised at the end. For this reason, they take advantage of commercial Traffic Distribution/Direction Systems (TDS) by purchasing the service or by compromising the vendor, or even designing their own TDS.

TDS systems filter the incoming traffic and route it to specific targets. They are actually web gates that redirect users to specific content depending to who they are. They usually include a filtering mechanism where the scripts run based on certain criteria, a database to store and retrieve data, as well as a panel for statistics and the control panel for administration purposes. The aim is to filter the incoming connections via scripts employing as criteria the “Referer” header of the request, the language via “Accept-language” header and the browser version and operating system via the “User-Agent” header, as well as on geolocation, in order to unleash the suitable exploit attack. In this way, the fine-grained traffic is distributed effectively to the correct receiver, without letting the irrelevant traffic consume the system resources, yet preventing detection from redundant requests. Known TDS brands that have been occasionally employed by famous EKs, such as Angler EK and others, are Keitaro TDS, Sutra TDS, Balckhat TDS, Boss TDS, etc.

**Self-defense Characteristics**

EKS authors have developed their kits through the years so as to avoid unnecessary interaction with hosts that are known to be protected and most probably they will not let them express their malicious intentions. In this way, they mitigate the risk of being trapped and analyzed by researchers. Unnecessary exposure or persistent attempt to exploit poses a risk for the EK to be captured, analyzed and revealed to the public. Possible analysis of the detected EK will directly affect its financial profit and reputation in cybercrime industry.
We are going to describe below the main techniques EKs leverage in order to evade traditional signature-based IPS/IDS engines and to eliminate the chances of interacting with honeypots and thereby avoid capture and analysis.

**IP Blocking**

EKs perform checks on the IP addresses they interact with in order to not attempt a malicious attack against hosts that serve some kind of honeypot. They also perform IP blocking techniques to IP addresses assigned to known security vendors, hosting services, security research laboratories and addresses from Tor networks. Additionally, they try to avoid known addresses from enterprise environments as they most likely implement complex security systems that prevent from these kinds of attacks.

**User-Agent Evasion**

Another typical self-defense control against detection EKs implement is checking the User-Agent of the inbound requests. Since, the User-Agent header contains basic information about the underlying systems that is trying to establish connection with the EK server, they parse these headers and filter out the ones that are considered risky enough to interact with. Researchers that constantly study EKs, have identified that the technologies which are blacklisted by EKs are the user agents of known security products that likely do not have any publicly known vulnerability, as well as the user agents of game consoles, web vulnerability scanners and known honeypots. Some of the blacklisted User-Agents are: MRSPUTNIK, LSSRocketCrawler, CPython, SeaMonkey, NetcraftSurveyAgent, McAfee, fMcAfee Acunetix, massscan, BadaCrawler, faceookexternalhit, BIDUBrowser, and others. EK authors, at the time of writing, exclude the game consoles from their target because of its low popularity, thus it is not so popular way to navigate to the internet via the web browser that is shipped with the game console and because they are technology-specific devices, having no high value to invest time and resources to break its technology; recall that EKs are built in a generic way so as to target widely used web technologies. However, in the recent years, the exponential growth and usage of smart devices with the capability to connect to the Internet, like smart TVs, media players, smart domestic devices and others that almost everyone has in his home, raised the attention of cyber criminals which have already started to compromise that kind of everyday-used devices.
**BLACKLIST LOOKUP**

Many EKs perform checks on a regular basis in one or more public black listing repositories to identify if their URLs are included. This is a common technique to identify if their URLs remain secret and have not been analyzed by security tools and researchers. If they have indeed been blacklisted, they need to know that, in order to avoid spending resources to exploit hosts that maybe have implemented some kind of protection against them or stumble upon honeypots that seek to analyze them further. Moreover, if they are included in public blacklists, the EK administrators immediately relocate and change the URLs to newer ones so as to not stop their operations that is translated in money loss. The same procedure repeats until they are discovered and blacklisted again. A large amount of security websites maintain databases that update frequently with blacklisted URLs; some of them are threatglass.com, virustotal.com, urlquery.net, and many others.

**SIGNATURE EVASION**

Complementary to URL blacklist lookup, EKs also check if their exploits and malware signatures are included in public databases. Checking their own signatures against virus-scanning engines allow them to know which of their components is flagged by researcher and will probably not succeed in infecting the victim. In this case, they will not be confident to launch this attack but prefer another way to compromise the victim. In the list of most popular public virus engines are included the virustotal.com, scan4you.net and others.

**CLOAKING**

Many EKs try to deceive visitors of the compromised website when have successfully exploited their hosts or when exploitation was not successful. Especially when the exploitation is not possible, EKs do not want to leave traces of their activities to avoid being further investigated. Therefore, they redirect the user in a legitimate page that will not raise any suspicions. In both cases, it is also possible for the EK servers to respond with a non-found page, probably with HTTP response status code 404, or even with a blank page. The same applies to the case that an already infected host stumbles upon another web page that is trapped by another EK redirector. In this case, the EK does not starts the exploitation process but just responds with a blank page to save its resources. Everyone who uses the Internet on a daily basis, most likely has interacted with an EK that did not find any browser vulnerabilities and in turn displayed a random or blank web page.

It has been observed for several EKs such as Sava, Fragus, Eleanore, 0x88, etc that place their last hope to compromise the victim on launching a random exploit
before quitting the infection process, in case they are not able to find an exploitable vulnerability. They just want to take their chances before leaving the targeted host. There is also a good probability to do the same if they have already compromised the victim and want to assess different or newer exploits for measuring success and benchmarking purposes. Thus, they serve a relevant exploit just to measure its effectiveness and report back to their C2 server for future development.

**DOMAIN GENERATION ALGORITHM**

The technique that leverages *Domain Generation Algorithm* (DGA), allows the generation of multiple domain names with randomly shuffled characters or hashed names. Besides random alphanumerical strings, concatenation of random words can also produce random domain names. The implementation can take place on-the-fly during the victim-server communication, prior to fetching the exploit or during post-exploitation phase, when the malware has been installed and needs to communicate with the C&C server. Obviously, EK authors take advantage of this trick in order for their code to stand strong against detection by signature-based security programs that can easily block themselves, their website’s DNS records, as well as make the task of manual reverse engineering harder. The advantage of having short life span increases its resilience against blacklisting. For instance, according to security community’s observations, Blackhole EK generates unique second-level domains every 12 hours and Angler EK every 6 or 12 hours. The top-level domains can vary between several suffixes, such as .info, .biz, .ru, .top, .org, .com, etc.

The following figure depicts a DGA code excerpt that produces domain names based on the current date.

![DGA code sample](image)

The above listing contains a function that generates domains based on the current date, giving a sense of randomness in the final date-based string “ejfodfmx1kgifuf” that could be used as a malicious domain name with short life span.
HIDING REFERRER

Another way the EKs leverage in order to obfuscate their traces is routing their traffic over the encrypted HTTPS protocol. They usually utilize various HTTPS URL shorteners, such as bit.ly, goo.gl and others, to masquerade the malicious link that performs the redirection. In this way, they achieve to kill the referrer chain so as to perplex the detection process.

In late 2014, a security researcher discovered a vulnerability in Google’s DoubleClick.net that was permitting the redirections to rogue websites. The googleads.g.doubleclick.net domain was vulnerable to open redirect, meaning that one can be redirected to malicious domains via the vulnerable domain. As a consequence, such a security flaw could not be overlooked by cyber criminals who quickly adopted it for launching malvertising campaigns and of course redirect victims to EK’s landing pages. Besides the obvious advantage of redirection, this vulnerability also offered to the EKs the opportunity to hide their malicious actions behind Google’s legitimate name and furthermore, harden detection due to the encrypted communication over HTTPS protocol. For the shake of completeness, on 2016 the cm.g.double.net domain also identified to suffering from the same vulnerability.

ENCRYPTION/ENCODING

A typical fact about EKs, is that they use encoding on their source code and exploits being in their inventory in order to keep them protected against analysis. In this manner, they obfuscate the source code and exploits so as to be difficult for researchers to parse them, understand the malicious activities and of course, prevent from being distributed by whom has managed to captured them.

The powerful commercial encoder of PHP code IonCube, as well as the Zend Guard were heavily used by famous EKs like CrimePack, Blackhole, and less famous like Neon, Life and Firepack. For instance, in the following figure is depicted on the left side the malicious code without decoding and on the other side the code encoded with IonCube encoder.
In an attempt to avoid the expenses of commercial encoders or avoid the fact that their methods are probably studied by security researchers, EK authors tend to design their own encoders and tools applied on their precious code.

Researchers have discovered that several EKs use encryption in communication between their core network components. EK authors usually prefer XTEA (Tiny Encryption Algorithm) and RC4 encryption algorithms and Diffie-Hellman (DH) algorithm for exchanging keys, as well as simple URL and Base64 encoding. However, in several cases, it has determined that the encryption scheme is not precisely implemented and is significantly poor by default. This happens because is not their first priority to be cryptographically correct. They only care to keep secret the core operations long enough until next dev-ops cycle includes changes.

**OBfuscation**

Typically, EKs implement various obfuscation techniques on their payloads served to the victim’s browser in order to avoid detection by the network security products, as well as make researchers’ lives harder. They implement obfuscation on their landing pages, payloads, exploit and anything it should be copyright protected. The aforementioned EK components constitute the assets of their business and need to be protected in order for their business to increase its revenue.

Basically, their primary goal is to deliver to the victim masqueraded code that will not be easily understandable to human eyes and will go unnoticed by the majority of signature-based and emulation security products. They go even more undetectable if the page content is dynamically crafted in a unique way which is also a common weapon in their arsenal. They usually try to hide IFRAMES, SWF files and JavaScript code that consist core and sensitive components for accomplishing their malicious activities.
Usually, the first step of the process and the first layer of obfuscation is applying a simple Base64 encoding on the payload. So, the last step for the researcher who wants to reverse the process would probably be the Base64 decoding. The payload is also possible to be a binary blob or a shellcode or combination of them. Obfuscation can be also applied to the JavaScript code that is meant to perform the fingerprinting of the victim host and wherever malicious data needs to be undetectable.

From this point forward, it is up to EK author’s fantasy to obscure its code at will. The deobfuscation is constantly the most time-consuming process since a large number of combinations of different layers of obfuscation and techniques exist. Security experts have identified and categorized several common techniques used in the wild, usually pertaining obfuscation that has been implemented as of utilizing known commercial or free obfuscation tools and already studied patterns, but still deobfuscation process is in uncharted waters since it heavily relies on EK author’s programming skills.

A common obfuscation technique is the **string replacement technique** in which the encoded chunk of code is fragmented into strings that are assigned to multiple variables. Then, shuffle routines are used to compile the true code listing. For instance, a bunch of routines decrypt key pieces of embedded variables and data like binary blobs, to compile the landing page of the EK. The following figure illustrates that multiple variables are defined with pieces of code which in turn will be concatenated to yield a part of the EK’s landing page. The following code excerpt demonstrates this method.

![Figure 8 - String replacement method](image)

After assigning a piece of the encoded code into multiple variables, usually a function is used to concatenate all the variables together so as to craft a big string
that includes the code that will be decoded and executed.

In an awkward sense of humor, several EK authors used to utilize snippets of famous verses of literature, stories or fairytails as function, class and variable names that compile their malicious code.

Another technique that EKs leverage in order to craft SWF files is the **array-based technique**. Usually, a `ByteArray()` is initialized within a sub-function and fulfilled with variables that take as parameters functions or other parameters which in turn the one invokes the other so as to overall compile the SWF file. In this shape, SWF’s content is not loaded as a normal code, rendering it undetectable by security products which are not able to read its malicious activity.

The **control flow obfuscation technique** refers to the order in which the instructions and function calls of a program are executed. EK authors manipulate at will the control flow of a function that contains parts of malicious code, so as to craft the full malicious code when one function or instruction call invokes its following.

In fact, the most effective action that EK authors undertake in order to keep their EKs undetectable for weeks is amending their obfuscation. Once security researchers reveal the EK characteristics via reverse engineering and malware analysis, EK authors update their kits by modifying their obfuscation. This is actually the major update the EK demonstrates every time it comes into play again after days of absence in cybercrime scene.

Nowadays, EKs tend to apply multiple layers of code obfuscation in a attempt to stay protected against known deobfuscation techniques that can be performed manually and known coding tools that manage to transform blobs to human-readable code.

**Fileless Infection**

EK authors cannot rely on traditional exploitation techniques for long time, since security products were also evolving. Consequently, as a company would have done in order to increase its revenue, they spent time on exploit development and the design of another, more notorious and significantly more stealth solution, the fileless infection.

As we have already discussed, traditional exploits, following the normal procedure, will be downloaded in victim’s hard drive raising the suspicions of anti-virus products which immediately perform signature-based analysis and if they find a match they block the infection chain. In this manner, the chances for the malware to get caught are high.
The new technique is able to inject malware on victim’s host that never touches the hard disk, hence is never being analyzed by traditional anti-virus installations. Instead, the malicious code is directly injected into memory segments so as to not be detected by signature-based security products. Technically speaking, the infection process assigns a memory segment for itself, usually within the memory which has been dedicated for the process that the EK successfully exploited, e.g. iexplorer.exe (process of Internet Explorer web browser), from where it can perform the malicious operations that intended to do. This advanced technique is popular to current cybercrime scene. However, modern security products can capture and prevent the host from it by employing several cutting-edge techniques like pattern matching, behavioral analysis, sandboxing and others.

### Final Phase

The final stage of the exploitation where the exploit has already been downloaded in the victim’s system, is not going to be discussed in this thesis. This is the phase of static malware analysis that is widely covered by numerous books and researchers on Internet.

Our work will briefly mention the additional checks - complementary to the ones mentioned in Victim Profiling paragraph - the malware performs upon executing on victim’s host. In this phase, the malware performs extra fingerprinting checks to determine the host’s underlying technology before executing the core malicious activity. By performing several anti-virtualization and anti-sandbox techniques, tries to determine if the system is a virtual environment or deploys a sandbox. This means that it will check for MAC addresses, registry keys, running processes, services and files that could indicate the presence of a virtualization environment or sandbox. Furthermore, it normally checks for running processes related to security products, such as Antivirus as well as integrity and data loss prevention tools. It will also check if debugging tools like IDA, Immunity Debugger, OllyDB and others are present on the system.

In case it identifies any of them, typically quits because it does not want to risk getting captured and analyzed by security-aware users. Thereby the malware process terminates the infection, quits or even deletes itself to not leave traces and in turn reports its status to the Status Server.
Post-Infection Phase

Typically, after infecting the victim with malware, EKs move further on beaconing out the C2 server for reporting their status and for advanced EKs, for keeping statistics and load balance. Prior to callback, it is possible to try dropping another malware on victim’s host for infecting another process of more interest or infect the victim with a persistent malware in order to have continuous access to it and order it at will. There is also the possibility to drop another newer malware for testing purposes, in order to determine how the victim responds and if it would be successful applied on next victim.

Landing Pages

The landing page is the starting point towards infection; the web page in which the visitor of the vulnerable website is redirected after one or more sequential redirections without being visible on victim’s web browser.

Typically, it is comprised of HTML or PHP and JavaScript content that gathers information and performs the identification and validation of the victim's browser and host. So, landing page URLs usually end with “.php” or “.html” suffix or even without suffix at all, thus ending to a folder, e.g. “http://landingpage.org/path/to/folder/”.

The main functionality of the landing pages is twofold: to retrieve and decode the obfuscated code upon loading on victim’s browser and to perform fingerprinting of the browser technology. This is also called anti-emulation technique for identifying if they interact with a normal computer or an emulator setup for detection and analysis purposes. One of its priorities is to probe the browser plugins installed in order to identify their versions and then request from Exploit Server to find suitable exploits to initiate a drive-by-download attack. The list of targeted plugins and web technologies constantly include Adobe Flash Player, Java Runtime Environment and Microsoft Silverlight.

Upon finding a security flaw on the targeted browser, the landing page is responsible for retrieving from the Exploit Server the suitable exploit and serve it to the browser. In case the vulnerability is on Flash, Java or Silverlight components, the server selects a suitable exploit and sends it as file to be executed in browser. If there is an exploit on browser version, then it is embedded in the HTML rendered by the vulnerable browser. The payload delivered by those files is a sort of malware specially designed to infect the host and most of the times is sent as a binary encrypted with simple XOR or RC4 encryption key. Alternatively, the
payload can be a file downloader, capable to be executed on victim’s host and retrieve the final malware that is going to infect the host. Finally, the encrypted binary is decrypted and executed in the victim’s host with results, in terms of infection severity, that vary depending of its nature and intentions. More information about the exploitation phase, namely the phase that starts from the browser exploitation point and after that, will be offered in following sections.

At the dawn of EKs, the landing pages could relatively easily be distinguished from the legitimate web pages by the traditional security products and researchers, as their URLs carried a kind of eye-catching characteristics, such as unique and awkward names that sooner or later they would be captured and analyzed. In other words, a landing page of the past, embodied strange characteristics that made it looking obviously malicious. Nowadays, the same task is getting harder because current landing pages with URLs such as maliciousdomain.com/index.php look totally benign in the chaos of web pages as the use of Internet is growing. No security product can tell with high probability if such a URL pattern is malicious or not and yields many false positives because the aforementioned pattern is fairly common.

At the same time, they drastically decreased the URL life span so as to stay undetected. They generate them on-the-fly so as to not get blacklisted and terminate their life usually after a couple of infections so as not to be traced.

Furthermore, the landing pages are also considered the state of art as far as their design is concerned. They usually include large chunks of junk code within which they hide the real malicious code, most of the times written in JavaScript language. From analysis perspective, the goal here is to understand which the real aim of the code is. Researcher’s community has developed several JavaScript interpreters that help in this task; among others, the really effective JSDetox tool created by Sven Taute for statically analyze and deobfuscate JavaScript code, the SpiderMonkey standalone command line JavaScript interpreter by Mozilla Foundation, the Google’s Chrome v8 JavaScript engine and Microsoft Internet Explorer Developer Tools.

Overall, it should be noted that EK authors put much effort in designing the landing pages which is the one of the core components of EKs and it is publicly admitted that they have gotten more and more difficult to be analyzed through these years. They do not have obvious commonalities and they released in drastically different versions.
Recall that browsers is the gateway to access the online world and milestone in EK infection process. In general, web browser is a piece of software people use to conduct all important affairs, from entering their social networks to performing online banking transactions. Assuming that approximately one-third of the global population is using the Internet, it is fairly safe to estimate that about three billions of people use a web browser to navigate to it on a daily basis, without estimating the web browsers of smartphones or other devices that are becoming more and more each day part of our life.

Nowadays, many web browser firms exist with the most popular ones being Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and others, having developed their own technology, characteristics and security features. Some of them consider web security as of a high importance theme, develop and adopt security controls, mitigate security flaws faster and hence enjoy people’s preference and bigger market share than others that evolve with slower rhythms. Most of them, have followed the trend of developing and adopting useful plugins that make the people’s daily browsing and work easier. However, the usability and convenience of our everyday tasks via a plugin or add-on we installed in order to perform a simple task on browser, may come with a security vulnerability of that plugin - as of being a piece of poorly tested software - that can be exploited by EKs. Browser plugins and add-ons come with a plethora of security issues and should
be regularly be updated as we will discuss at the end of this document where we give some recommendations on how to prevent from EKs.

We will consult Net Market Share Company’s online report regarding the desktop browser market share from January 2016 until February 2017, based on surveys, ISP data and other methods4.

![Desktop Browser Market Share](image)

**Figure 10 - Web browser statistics**

According to this report the dominant web browser is Google Chrome with 49.05% of the market share, Microsoft’s Internet Explorer follows with 29.71% and together with its successor Microsoft Edge 4.86%, Microsoft reaches the total of 34.57% of market share and Mozilla Firefox comes in third place with 10.30%. The aforementioned statistics do not come from a report with security-driven criteria but is based on people’s preference. However, without being stemmed from security criteria, it surprisingly matches more or less with the most secure web browser order and indicates that people tend to become more security savvy and their browser preference may reflect and include their security concerns too.

Specifically, according to other surveys on security-oriented technology forums5, the majority of users trust Google Chrome because it gets security updates every 15 days - faster than all other browsers, because the discovered vulnerabilities are quickly fixed and because supports third party advertisement blockers that defend against most of the advertisements which may be hiding EK redirectors. It seems that users rely upon add-blockers which indeed prevent from the majority of

5 http://sensorstechforum.com/which-is-the-most-secure-browser-for-2016-firefox-chrome-internet-explorer-safari-2/
benign and several malicious advertisements that can lead to compromise of the browser by an EK.

For the second place, people have chosen Mozilla Firefox that updates every 28 days, has several interesting software versions and supports third party add-blockers and a large variety of plugins. The release of different browser versions dedicated to development operations, attract security-concerned users that want to have the opportunity to test newest features on their own. Chances are they probably identify vulnerabilities and prevent a version from being released to public and include a security flaw.

Microsoft’s Internet Explorer is in the third place followed by Opera and Safari web browsers. The last two browsers do not suffer from as many vulnerabilities as the others, they get updates approximately every 54 days and have implemented some interesting security features like proprietary sandboxing and blocking techniques of harmful content.

Microsoft Edge browser holds the last place of people’s interest which gets updates more frequently that Internet Explorer and also supports add-blockers. It will draw security community’s attention in the future, as the Microsoft Windows version in which is shipped with, will grow its presence in market. From Microsoft’s web browsers, Internet Explorer is the one that interest us more due to its prevalence and characteristics.

Of course, we intentionally left the Internet Explorer for the end, on which we will focus more later on because typically concentrates EKs’ attention more than the others. From one side this may be caused by its large presence in market because is being shipped pre-installed in the most popular operating system (Microsoft Windows OS). For sure, is the favorite browser of EKs due to suffering from relatively more vulnerabilities than other browser trademarks, which constantly invest on security research and release updates on more regular basis; itself adopts updates every 54 days.

For the above mentioned reasons, thus the wide popularity and technology variety, it is easily determined why web browser is the target of EKs, which try to find security breaches and opportunities of exploitation.

**Droppers**

Droppers are programs specially designed to help EKs to run, download and install the malware to victim’s host. They are smaller programs compared to malware executables, which are transferred from the malicious server to victim and are
delivered to host after the browser exploitation. We can consider droppers as some kind of Trojans because they often evade detection by disguising as legitimate software.

Modern droppers evolve rapidly in order to evade anti-virus detection which nowadays perform behavioral analysis, pattern matching and other advanced techniques to identify and capture its functionality. Since they are the first piece of malicious code that is being stored in the victim’s hard drive, are likely to be captured and deactivated by security products deployed on the host.

There are two kinds of droppers regarding to the way they pass the malware: the “two stage” droppers that are stored in host and upon activated, request from the malicious server to send the malware, and the “single-staged” droppers that embody the malware itself. The latter kind is bigger in terms of capacity and is formed in that way in order to bypass virus scanners. However, the difference between the two kinds are not drastically big in terms of detection by modern anti-virus.

They are also separated in two categories depending if they require user interaction. There are droppers that do not require user interaction in order to be activated and droppers that prompt the user with a message that seems to be benign and try to convince him to interact. Upon user interaction the dropper is activated and proceeds in downloading the real malware.

Other types of droppers are the injectors that infect the computer memory in which they inject the malicious code. This method is adopted progressively by modern droppers because is really effective against anti-virus detection since the malicious file never touches the hard disk where the anti-virus seeks for known malicious signatures.

Bleeding-edge droppers are multi-staged, leveraging zero-day exploits to execute on the victim without any notice or user interaction and bypass the average anti-virus installations which face difficulties on blocking them. Sophisticated attacks arrive in pieces so as to stay undetected, each of them being seemingly benign.
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**Malware families**

In the final phase of infection chain by EK, the malware is downloaded on the victim’s host as described in the previous section and is triggered to express its malicious intentions.

We will not dive deeper in each malware family in this thesis as malware analysis
constitutes a huge subject on its own. We are going to discuss the most known malware types that EKs are used to deliver to the under attack hosts and its general characteristics. All of them are widely distributed via EKs, spam campaigns and malvertising techniques as described in previous sections.

**Ransomware**

Nowadays, infection by ransomware (a.k.a. crypto-ransomware) is the most prevalent attack an EK can deliver to victims as of being very lucrative source in terms of money. For sure, this family is the most damaging kind of malware and the most notorious payload an EK can deliver on victim’s host for the reasons we will describe in following.

First of all, let’s describe what ransomware is:

*Ransomware* is a type of malware that prevents or limits users from accessing their system, either by locking the system’s screen or by locking the users’ files unless a ransom is paid. More modern ransomware families, collectively categorized as crypto-ransomware, encrypt certain file types on infected systems and forces users to pay the ransom through certain online payment methods to get a decrypt key.

In other words, is the type of malware that once executed on victim’s host, prevents users from accessing their system by encrypting their sensitive files and locking the host’s screen presenting a message that demands a ransom to be paid in order for the host owner to decrypt his files. Modern ransomware families have become more sophisticated encrypting only selected files worth paying some money to get them back, presenting elegant messages and offering alternative payment options to the victim. Cyber criminals are free to choose the price of their ransomware at will and most of the times they demand to be paid in bitcoin or sent through untraceable prepaid cards.

The victim has a specified time window to pay the ransom, usually within a few hours since the infection, otherwise the ransomware leaves the files encrypted, terminates its execution and the victim loses the chance to decrypt their files.

Typically, ransomware is propagated via social engineering attacks like malicious spam campaigns, thus via electronic mails in which malicious links or documents are attached. Another popular way to lure users is conducted via browsing to seemingly benign webpages that in fact have been trapped by EKs. For several years, cyber criminals employ ransomware to directly seize money from non-security-savvy people. It is really easy for the average computer user who
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Navigates to the Internet or uses the electronic mail on a daily basis to be deceived by ransomware.

The list of the most famous ransomware species served by EKs, include:

- WannaCry
- TeslaCrypt
- CryptoWall (and variants)
- CryptoLocker
- Spora
- Cerber
- Locky
- TorrentLocker
- PadCrypt
- CryptMIC
- CTB-Locker
- PayCrypt
- FAKBEN
- Havoc
- VxLock
- Crypto1CoinBlocker
- VirLock
- and many others

Police highly recommends for the victims, and it is also author's advice, to not paying the ransom because this encourages cybercriminals to launch more attacks. Also, in this way the victim directly contributes to the wellbeing of cyber criminality. However, it is totally understood that the average computer user that does not keep any backups of his personal documents, pictures, and other personal media, most probably will take his chances to pay hoping to restore his data. The majority of victims consider the payment method as a difficult task. Specifically, most of the ransomware incidents require to pay in bitcoin; so the victim should open a bitcoin wallet in order to deposit the required amount of bitcoins to a specific bitcoin address. The following figure depicts the block screen the victim faces as a result of Cerber ransomware infection.
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However, nowadays cybercriminals offer detailed instructions on how to perform the payment or even worse they have already started to facilitating transactions by accepting deposits through known anonymous e-payment methods without the need to register a digital currency wallet. The following screenshot displays the extraordinary ransom block screen of Spora ransomware, to put it in comparison with the previous one of Cerber.
In a sense of irony, cyber criminals have designed a surprisingly helpful portal for anyone who is willing to pay, featuring a comprehensive dashboard with tooltips and live status from payments, and multiple other options like offering decryption test by decrypting two files for free, buying immunity from future Spora infections and others.

Statistically, the percentage of approximately 3% of the victims finally give in and pay the ransom. The percentage is low because of the previous reason regarding the payments, because they may think that is futile as will never be able to restore its files and they will just spend their money for nothing, and less because they have nothing precious among the encrypted by ransomware files. This observation applies to simple home computer users. On the other hand, in a corporate environment it is much more difficult to let this just happen. Enterprises that have been compromised by ransomware, tend to pay the ransom in the fear of losing their corporate documents with client data or other sensitive information and because this loss may result in regulatory consequences and reputational damage. In this case, they have the undeniable argument to pay the ransom hoping that their files will be restored and they will regain the control of their computers avoiding further disruption of their operations.

In more technical detail, ransomware usually targets Windows users and seeks out
for valuable files, such as financial spreadsheets, Office documents, photos, videos, configuration files, etc to encrypt. But let’s describe the process from the beginning, thus after the victim’s host is infected and prior to performing this scan. In case the distribution method is an malicious attachment within a spam email, method constantly employed by CryptoWall, there is a RAR (archive) attachment containing an CHM file (or HTA or PDF file), which is actually an interactive HTML file, capable of downloading the CryptoWall binary and copy itself in %temp% folder where every user has the permission to write in it. The binary itself contains a lot of abstract instructions that obfuscate the code to delude Anti-virus and evade detection, as well as anti-virtualization/anti-emulation and anti-debugger checks in order to avoid executing on e.g. a virtual machine built by researcher for malware analysis or being executed in debugger tools. Then, it forks the explorer.exe process where injects its unpacked binary and has its own space to be executed, while the original process terminates. It also injects itself in newly created svchost.exe process, installs itself in several system locations and sets its key in the Windows Registry in order to start automatically on boot, thereby making itself persistent process in the system. Upon executing, bypasses the User Access Control (UAC) and deletes volume shadow copies via vssadmin.exe process, so as to not allow a potential system restore. It then tries to reach a live C&C server through connecting to anonymous proxy such as Tor, in order to report that it has been already installed in a new system, to send system related information about the victim’s host and request the public key by the server. Newer ransomware variants, by employing asymmetric key cryptography, can ensure that the server is protecting its private key from being transmitted over the network traffic. Once it receives the host-specific generated public key from the server, it starts encrypting the files of interest. For instance, one of the most notorious kinds of ransomware, TeslaCrypt, besides valuable files, also targets some well-known games such as Call of Duty, World of Warcraft and others, including the following file extensions.

![File extensions encrypted by TeslaCrypt](image)

At this time, the known ransom screen is being displayed to the victim, translated to the language related to the IP address’s geolocation, leaving no other control to
the victim upon its system except from reading the notes.

Depending on the ransomware variant, the public key is not used directly but a symmetric AES 256 key is generated and is further being encrypted with the public key so as to not be redundantly exposed. Usually, multiple and different kind of encryption methods and algorithms combined to obfuscate the reverse engineering process. The names of the encrypted files prior of being deleted and the encryption process that is applied, also depends on the ransomware variant. Most probably the encryption applied on files is unbreakable so to lead in permanent loss in case the ransom is not paid up. Chances are that even the perpetrators do not have in possession the private key which is crucial for the decryption process, because all this process is automatically executed and there is no need to occupy resources for storing so many keys or because they just not interested in restoring payers files. The latter is another reason on why it is recommended not to pay the ransom and instead be proactive following the best practices of security.

Typically, ransomware won’t encrypt anything useful for its operation. It needs core Windows components to be functional in order for it to function correctly, so it avoid encrypting core Windows folders like “Windows”, “Program Files”, “Program File (x86)”, “ProgramData” and others. A small bit of good news is that it scans the hard drives and network drives except the storage accessed via browser or some types of cloud storage and online backup. So this way of storing files may be a possible mitigation, at least of our very important files.

There is a number of free and commercial tools designed by known security vendors, which are capable of removing the malware or partially decrypting several file types depending on the type of ransomware. Security community tries to design decryptors almost after every major security incident involving this specimen. However, this is not a full solution and most likely they will not be effective depending on the case.

It is worth mentioning the website nomoreransom.org maintained by Europol that informs people about this malware and helps victims to recover their data without having to pay ransom to the cybercriminals.

**Botnets**

This paragraph is entitled with the term botnet to describe another malicious activity which EKs can perform to a targeted machine. They can deliver bot malware which upon executing engages that machine to a botnet.

A botnet (a.k.a. zombie army) is a network of interconnected computers which has been remotely exploited and now manipulated by the botmaster who operates the
command and control activities. The bot (abbreviated name of robot) is the malicious piece of software that connect one computer to botnet and has been designed to execute automated tasks dictated by the botmaster. Botnets can be used for good reasons such as social or commercial or other non-harmful activities, but we will focus of course on the malicious botnets. Cyber criminals organize compromised endpoints in botnets to combine resources for launching Distributed Denial of Service attacks, spreading viruses and worms and more importantly launching large spam campaigns, unbeknownst to the victim whose computer is compromised.

The process of infection is the same as for any other EK, but this time the victim has no idea that a malicious code has been installed to his computer due to an EK. The whole process does not demand any user interaction and does not raises any warnings or notifications to the victim. So simply, his computer just connected to a botnet without noticing anything weird.

- Bedep
- Andromeda Bot
- Smoke Bot
- SoakSoak
- and others

The following screenshot illustrates the panel of Andromeda Bot in its live action:

![Andromeda Bot administration panel](image)

We can observe the list of bot machines that are parts of the botnet. One of them it appears to be online, while two of them are not connected at time. The Andromeda panel offers all the information one needs to know about his botnet and the administration tools he needs to operate it at will.
In this section, we are going to describe the most known EKs and give a short reference of their characteristics, their history and the timeline of their activity. We will not focus on each and every detail of their actions or characteristics as we have already mentioned that their versatility is the key for their success. This means that they tend to change their idiosyncrasy approximately every two days, rendering full examination of the phenomenon unfeasible in one thesis.

Fortunately, the readers that want to emphasize to specific EK after this analysis, will have the chance to find useful resources by searching on the Internet where pioneer researchers and labs have published great documentations on almost every EK and almost every expression of its malicious activity. Most of the best sites that have also helped us in writing this thesis, can be found in the section “References” at the end of the document.

**ANGLER EK**

**General Characteristics**

Researchers have characterized this EK as the “most sophisticated” exploit kit identified so far in cybercrime industry. Besides its elegant design that will be described in following, it is considered to be the most notorious EK of the past few years due to its involvement in malvertising and hactivism campaigns and mostly because of its unique effectiveness in spreading ransomware to victims.

**Angler EK** first appeared in late 2013 and seems that it has been disappeared from the cybercrime scene on June 7th of 2016, when its last version had been recorded for last time; that’s why we are going to use the past tense for our description. Before reaching its end of life, it went through serious propagation so as to increase its activity and dominate the cyber-attacks from March 2015 onwards. The demise of the Blackhole EK because of its authors’ arrest in October 2013, was certainly another reason for Angler’s proliferation. To have a notion of Angler’s increasing activity, we mention the following chart demonstrating its weekly growth related to the amount of detections from mid-2014 until mid-2015.
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Moreover, the following figure shows a snapshot of the activity of the most popular EKs for three different periods, September 2014, January 2015 and May 2015.
We can clearly notice, that Angler increased step-by-step each month its malicious activities until May of 2015 when it became dominant EK with the huge percentage of 82.2% in terms of presence in the global cybercrime scene. To have a notion of the Angler's prevalence, we will mention a report of PaloAlto Networks conducted in 2015 for this exploit kit\(^9\). By scanning vulnerable websites, they discovered that 90,558 unique domains (29,531 IP addresses) had been compromised and dictated by Angler EK in attacking the victims that were visiting them. Only one of the IP addresses, the 184.168.47.225, hosted a total of 422 websites compromised by the kit which describes its wide attack surface. Until December 2015, only 2,850 of the compromised websites had been registered as malicious by security vendors, thus only the 3% of the detected sites.

Angler EK inherited the most traditional characteristics of EKs and significantly developed them through years of action. One can distinguish Anger EK from other EKs from the highly obfuscated JavaScript and the pop up message when this code is executed in the background, as well as the multiple layers of encryption within its HTML code and a bunch of characteristic function names (e.g. getKolaio()). Additionally, the use of SWF files serving as droppers usually for ransomware and several post-exploitation activities, form the shape of the most prevalent EK.

Before diving into technical detail about the Angler EK, we should outline the main factors that rendered the Angler EK prevalent in cybercrime market:

- **Adopts rapidly the newest exploits**

  The team behind Angler EK is known for adopting the latest exploits as soon as their patches are released. For instance, almost every time Adobe announced the release of a new patch of Flash Player, the EK researchers were noticing the corresponding exploit to be used by Angler within the next few days. Additionally, a lot of effort was given on exploit development and zero-day production. Angler maintainers regularly keep up with the latest exploits released on hacker forums and the latest vulnerabilities discovered by researchers or published by vendors so as to develop their existent exploits and design their own zero-day exploits which, of course, do not publish.

- **Widely spread to attackers with limited technical background**

  It can be easily used by non-technical attackers who do not have the knowledge of
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its functionality. Attackers, not having low level knowledge of the kit, upon purchasing it as a service, can operate an easy-to-use web interface to launch their attacks that also allows them to adjust additional features.

- Widely available for rent or buy

The so called cybercrime-as-a-service, met remarkable growth on the days this EK was present. Each price was affordable for the average cybercriminal which in combination with its features, yielded an all-in-one exploit packet.

- Offers programmable features at will

As of its versatility, we should mention that adversaries were allowed to launch the following types of attacks:

- Install malware to compromised host, targeting on financial profit or direct ransomware of sensitive documents
- Dump confidential data from the compromised host such as usernames, passwords, credit card numbers, certificates, etc and store them locally to their host.
- Tie the compromised host to botnet to populate an “army of bots” that will be used for more massive attacks.

As we have already stated, Angler EK has disappeared since early June 2016 and some of EITest gates that had been primarily redirecting to its landing pages, have since begun redirecting to Neutrino EK and RIG EK landing pages.

**Angler In Action**

Angler EK, especially on its start of life, followed the common procedure in order to infect its victims, starting from the classic redirections via IFRAME (HTML injection) or JavaScript injections in vulnerable web pages, standard identification and enumeration of the victim browser until dropping the malicious payloads.

However, Angler has been gone far beyond the mainstream procedure through these years in order to survive within the competitive cybercrime environment.

As far as the redirection to its landing pages is concerned, a variant of Angler EK was found to utilize DIV and FORM JavaScript elements, which upon execution, prompt the user with an abstract message and a couple of options to select in response. For instance, the visitor may be prompted for answering to the fake message displayed in the following figure.
It is up to EK author’s imagination to design a message that will be believable and will deceive the visitor to interact. No matter where he clicks on, either the option “Yes” or the option “Cancel” (or the exit option “X”), he will be redirected to the EK’s landing page. Sometimes, the user interaction is mandatory for triggering the redirection to landing page, while several EKs are able to achieve that without any user interaction.

Upon loading the landing page, the embedded script within it performs various fingerprinting checks in order to design the profile of the victim. At this point, a form is crafted including the necessary initial information the Exploit Server should know for selecting the correct exploit. Specifically, the sender's IP address, browser's User-Agent and the target URL are encoded and submitted via POST method to the malicious server. After several processes in EK’s back-end servers, a response will be sent containing the malicious JavaScript code with the redirection placed within an IFRAME.

Alternatively, vulnerable web pages may be injected with malicious Flash file specially designed to collect via ActionScript and submit in the same way the sender's information via POST method.

Another trick, with short lifetime, Angler employed in 2014 for achieving better redirections yet decreasing the list of hostnames it had to keep updated, was a simple algorithm for hostname generation that depended to the current date, the DGA algorithm mentioned in previous chapter. The names that were given to the malicious domains were actually the hashed value of the current date, along with the suffixes .PW, .DE or .EU and followed by the typical URL suffixes. These names were changing every day with no need for the attackers to maintain a large dictionary of the hostnames they employed. However, once the trick of domain generation algorithm was discovered, the prediction of the malicious hostnames was a low-hanging fruit for researchers and by including them to blocking lists, the Angler’s authors were soon enforced to quit this idea and search for alternatives.
Angler EK also used the so-called 302 Cushioning for redirecting users to its landing pages. This can occur when the server has been compromised so as to respond to browser with falsified HTTP 302 (or sometimes 301) responses. By submitting a simple GET request towards the compromised website, the browser gets an HTTP 302 “Found” server response with the “Location” response header assigned to a specially crafted URL. The aforementioned URL actually performs the redirection to the next step of the exploitation chain. In this manner, the legitimate server responses, such as the HTTP 302 response, can turn into redirections to the EKs’ servers as displayed in the following figure.

![Figure 17 - Angler EK leverages 302 cushioning](image)

We can see that the GET request receives a “302 Moved Temporarily” server response in order to redirect the user to another webpage. Normally, this action is totally benign unless the redirection through the “Location” header is targeting a malicious website, which is the case in this example.

Additionally, Angler EK used the most effective methods for achieving redirections, the injection of IFRAMEs and JavaScript scripts within the website’s code. The malicious code can be embedded to the main page of the compromised website or can be retrieved from other resources within the website’s filesystem. For example, it can be embedded within a library already stored in website’s directory that is usually called during runtime for functionality reasons. The following figure
displays an embedded JS script redirecting to a malicious URL, being part of the main website.

The initial malicious script of the compromised host, redirects the visitor into an intermediate server. The redirection request goes through an initial scan by the intermediate server and if it meets the criteria, the browser receives an HTTP 200 status code and another redirect pointing to Angler’s landing page. Else, the intermediate server responds with a HTTP 404 “Not found” response.

It have also heavily used the so called “EITest” redirection (campaign), coined by Malwarebytes researchers due to the value assigned to the variable “id” which is included in its malicious HTML code. The malicious redirection has been injected through a massive campaign to thousands of websites since October 2014 until the fall of Angler in 2016, but effectively continued to redirect to other EKs. The following figure illustrates the injected script of EITest campaign:

The feature of EITest gate is to perform an HTTP GET request to receive a Flash file that will perform the redirection of the visitor, also via another HTTP GET request, to Angler’s landing page. The aforementioned requests are illustrated below:
Then, the landing page probes the victim browser for vulnerabilities and by sending this information to the Exploit Server, retrieves the corresponding exploit to compromise the victim.

**Obfuscation of Angler**

A strong point of Angler EK was the sophisticated obfuscation used since its start of life, which helped in evading detection by the majority of security products for years. The obfuscation of its main script implemented on multiple layers, acted as...
a shield against detection since the very beginning.

As far as Angler’s landing pages are concerned, they utilized a large variety of obfuscation techniques to evade detection as described in the previous section. The main script of the page is comprised by a series of strings assigned to variables and stored to the parent HTML altogether. When the visitor navigates to the landing page, the script is loaded by the browser, thereby initiating the decoding process of the true content of the landing page.

**HOST PROBING**

Angler leverages various techniques in order to fingerprint the victim host. We are going to present here the most indicative fingerprinting phases so as to have a good overview of its malicious activity.

Several code snippets that are cited below, have been published by well-known security researchers who achieved to transform the heavy obfuscation applied on them into human-readable code. It is commonly admitted by stakeholders in security community that Angler’s authors fairly deserve the attention due to their programming skills and smart techniques they discover to obfuscate their code in order to evade security products. It is always a big challenge for the community to fight back.

Putting the reader into context, after series of redirections the visitor of the compromised website will stumble upon an unintended request or intended, in case of clicking on a malicious advertisement, that will perform the fingerprinting of its browser and local host in general. In any case, upon reaching the Angler’s gate, some sort of fingerprinting will take place.

The following code snippet displays a function embedded in the request received from the malicious server that served a variant of Angler EK, that probes the browser to determine if it is the Internet Explorer browser.

In following, it checks if the under attack browser is Mozilla Firefox (using Gecko engine), Chrome, Safari or Opera.
In the following Angler’s unobfuscated landing page code, we can observe the routine that performs the fingerprinting of the victim’s underlying host, by searching for kernel mode device drivers of Kaspersky and Trend Micro deployed on the system.

```javascript
(function sleep() {
  setInterval(function () {
    function gc() {
      // pseudo code
    }
    if (gc7f8d[1] \"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\"\”

Figure 22 - Angler fingerprinting no IE browsers

The routine consists of an IF statement which performs eight checks within the main Windows filesystem (System32) and specifically the directory where the system’s drivers are installed, to identify if core drivers related to security products are present. If there is a match, it is determined that some sort of security controls have been deployed on the victim host, hence it quits infecting the host.

Once the checks for determining the underlying security detection systems are false, it will proceed with crafting the script that will communicate the Exploit Server.

Angler is also a known exploit kit for its ability to perform the so called fileless infection. This is a technique that bypasses the traditional anti-virus products, since no file is stored in the hard drive during the infection. Instead, the malware is directly injected into a memory space of a legitimate process of the operating system, most likely the process whose plugin has been already exploited, e.g. iexplorer.exe the Internet Explorer process. In this way conceals its malicious activity within another process, having also the capability to run persistently whenever the specific process starts again after rebooting the system. But who exactly this technique works in Angler EK?

As per usual, the victim visits a compromised site or clicks on a falsified link within a spam email, to get redirected to the EK’s landing page. The big difference is that the payload is directly injected into the memory segments instead of stored on disk, which would raise alerts on anti-virus.
The described technique is far more effective and powerful than the traditional infection chains not only because manages to evade the majority of anti-virus products, but also because grabbing the dropper is considered as a difficult task. The researcher needs to dump the corresponding memory segments and then decode it so as to understand what has happened. Furthermore, it also allows the malware to perform more detailed fingerprinting of the host without raising attention but only when it has to write something to hard disk, if it necessary to do that.

The final phase of Angler’s infection chain, varied through the years of action between the kinds of malware which Angler EK is known for, thus banking and backdoor Trojans, ransomware and rootkits.

The last variant of Angler used a very dangerous and effective ransomware, the CryptoWall that reached the version 4.0 in October 2015.

This threat is an advanced ransomware which besides the typical characteristics, pretends to be an anti-virus tool that during scanning, it is actually encrypting the files. Moreover, it encrypts the filenames it identifies on the victim’s host, so as to prevent users from recognizing their files.

**MALVERTISING**

One of the factors of Angler’s fast proliferation, was the ability to getting involved in malvertising campaigns serving malicious advertisements that eventually led to its landing page.

The malicious advertisements, besides of being embedded to benign websites and thus increasing the attack surface, have also another advantage. They are able to conduct a preliminary host probing so as to pass fine-grained data to the landing page.

**RIG EK**

In this section, we will attempt to analyze another prevalent EK that evolved through the last years. RIG EK has filled the void of left by the demise of Angler EK and has become the dominant actor in the crimeware underground marketplace over all other EKs. It is the most prolific EK in terms of infection incident during the last several months.
RIG is among the older EKs in the crime scene, first detected in late 2012, formerly known as Goon and Infinity. It had disappeared for a period because part of its source code had been disclosed in 2015, apparently as a result of a dispute between a main developer and a reseller. The new RIG 3.0 came up after a while to claim a piece of the cybercrime market. In this chapter, we are going to describe the most important components and features of all RIG variants, focusing more on the latest ones.

RIG activities are heavily relying on malvertising and ransomware. It is being distributed mostly via large campaigns like Afraidgate and EITest and usually drops CryptoWall, TeslaCrypt, Cerber, CryptoMix (a.k.a. CryptFile2) and Tofsee ransomware.

**RIG INFRASTRUCTURE**

The following figure depicts a typical RIG infrastructure attached here in order to have a notion of the operations that take place in the back-end, how all components are connected and communicate with each other. The additional benefit of this flow graph is that describes the sequence of connections that are made from victim’s and customer’s perspective.
According to this flow graph, following the Angler’s infrastructure, there are also the Admin Server, the Exploit Server where the exploits are stored and delivered to other components, and a Proxy Server (may exist more than one).

One direct observation is the good segregation of servers in which the victim never communicates directly with the victim. They both connected to different parts of the system; the victim only communicates with the Proxy Server and the customers or resellers work only with the Admin Server. RIG administrators, of course, are able to connect to any component.

All entities have been described on previous chapter except from the VDS Server. It stands for Virtual Dedicated Server that is actually the server which contains the exploits that are going to be delivered to the victims and acts like a tunnel between the Admin Server and the Proxy Server.

**RIG In Action**

RIG masterminds have designed an exploit kit that combines the traditional attack
patterns which all EKs employ more or less, but they have put extra effort in the final phase of infection.

As usual, an IFRAME redirect may be injected within a vulnerable website, malicious advertisement, or spam email to serve as a redirector:

![Injected IFRAME redirecting to RIG gate](image)

Figure 25 - Injected IFRAME redirecting to RIG gate

Actually, IFRAME redirection is one of the many ways that RIG leverage to meet its victim. Before continuing with campaigns, we should give an example of RIG leveraging domain shadowing on the legitimate retradio.org against the rogue ads.retradio.org.

![RIG EK domain shadowing](image)

Figure 26 - RIG EK domain shadowing

Even today, large campaigns are alive that redirect unsuspected users to RIG. Another popular campaign is “gonext” campaign that took its name from the malicious URLs’ parameter usually involved in these attacks ([http://biomasspelletplant7.top/lobo.phtml?gonext=<>](http://biomasspelletplant7.top/lobo.phtml?gonext=<>)). It uses
specific TLDs such as “.top”, with heavily obfuscated HTML files usually ending with “.phtml” and after a series of redirections drops a 302 response status code in order to redirect to RIG landing page. The following figure illustrates the obfuscated code of “gonext” campaign and the final 302 redirector through the compromised domain “artisticplaces.net”:

Another redirector has the name “IPredir” because it uses a hardcoded IP address 131.72.136.46 through which the victim is redirected to an IFRAME targeting RIG’s landing page.
Upon loading the aforementioned IFRAMES, the visitor gets redirected with one or more redirections to the gate through the proxy. In fact the victim interacts only with EK’s proxy. Through the proxy, the victim is redirected to the RIG landing page. For each new victim request, there is a different landing URL and slightly different payload. The figure below shows the core function of a landing page of RIG, of course implementing all these characteristics that most of the EKs take advantage of, in order to not be detected.
As usual, the payload is hashed into several pieces of code assigned to variables that in turn will be concatenated to craft the full payload. If we look more carefully the latest lines of code, we can find within the obfuscated code the instructions `createElement` and `String.fromCharCode` in several pieces.

The figure below depicts a code excerpt from a landing page, which includes the shellcode that will exploit the identified vulnerability, the URL that will fetch the payload in case the exploit is successful, and the RC4 key to decrypt the payload.
RIG’s favorite malware type is ransomware. The following figure depicts the screen block of Spora ransomware delivered by one of the latest and currently active variant, the RIG-V.

![Image of Spora ransomware screen]

**Figure 30 - RIG’s shellcode and payload**

**CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE**

At this point, we will try to describe the operations of RIG EK from customer's perspective. The same operations exist, perhaps with minor variations, also on other EKs.

First of all, we make the assumptions that the EK has already established a remote connection (backdoor) with the vulnerable website, as well as customer has rent the EK and has already access to the admin panel. Current EKs offer a friendly graphical interface provided to the customer to orchestrate his attacks. The following figure depicts the login page to a RIG EK recent version:

![Image of RIG-V login page]

**Figure 31 - RIG-V delivering Spora ransomware**
Then, the customer should select the payload he wants to pass onto the victims, which upon being uploaded, would redirect victims to the EK’s landing pages. At this point, a unique URL is created combining user’s ID as well as other unique values for authorization and session management reasons. Modern EKs also offer API services, through which one can generate the malicious URLs on demand and use them just like every other API service. For instance, the API URL can have the following shape:

http://[EK-server]/index.php?apitoken=[API-TOKEN]

The apitoken value is calculated by the following code excerpt:

```php
$rc4 = new RC4();
$apitoken = serialize(array($config['user']['id'], intval($_POST['flow_id'])));
$apitoken = base64url_encode($rc4->crypt_str($config['options']['rc4key'], $apitoken));
$link = $config['options']['siteurl'] . '/api.php?apitoken=' . $apitoken;
```

The Flow ID is a unique value that represents a single attack flow. The apitoken value is constructed by the Use ID and Flow ID values, goes through serialization and encryption with a private key generated by the EK administrator and using
RC4 algorithm, so as every attack be unique and able to evade URL blacklisting.

The link value which is produced by the above code, is the proxy URL that forms the infection page, having the following shape:

```
http://[proxy-server]/proxy.php?
PHPSSESEID=njrMNruDM1mbScafcaqfH7sWaBLPThnJkpDZw-4|OTMxOGYwMjdkZTMxOGFmN2M5OWZkMDNjODE0MmMyODM
```

Since the constant parameter `PHPSSESEID` was easy to be detected by security products with a simple rule containing that string and flag the URL, RIG authors decided to generate randomly in the newer version of RIG. All customers that share the same EK server use a proxy URL similar to it, distinguished from each other by their personal token that is part of the random-looking URI. The content of the URI until character “|” when decrypted, reveals a link to the VDS server. The value after the character “|”, ensures the freshness and the demise of the URL after a specific time period.

In this manner, the customer communicates with the EK. The most famous EKs offer a large variety of payloads to select, easily employed and configurable via extra plugins that facilitate the administration. Latest variants, are user-friendly, are widely available in market and have low cost, rendering them attractive to adversaries.

### EK comparison

In this section, we are going to compare the aforementioned EKs, Angler EK and RIG EK, according to our observations and analysis of their characteristics and ecosystems.

One difference between the most sophisticated EKs, is the RIG has been proven really successful in infecting the targeted hosts, because it used multiple stages and methods to deliver the final malware. It often writes the same malware file and execute it multiple times on victim’s host, thereby increasing the chances to compromise it. Another difference is that combines relatively more and different web technologies to succeed better attack obfuscation.

Angler EK, during its life, achieved to incorporate newly released zero-day exploits much faster that all other EKs. Especially, when a new Adobe Flash vulnerability was published, the security community was expecting from Angler to come with a zero-day exploit in the next few days. This was also an important factor for its success. RIG is not that good in adopting new exploits. Besides this, it was that kit
which employed the fileless infection more than RIG and other kits, so as to evade security solutions more easily.

In the list of common characteristics between the most prevalent EKs, we can include their unique capability to effectively infect victims, meaning that from the exploitation phase and afterwards, most chances are that the exploit and the malware execution will succeed, thus the victim will be infected eventually. We should also notice their favorite method to propagate themselves, which is malvertising campaigns. Another commonality is that they are both tailored to ransomware malware, meaning that both like dropping ransomware to compromised host, which besides allows direct financial profit.
CHAPTER 3 - MALWARE TRAFFIC ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

In this chapter, we will dive more into technical detail of the techniques the EKs leverage to compromise a host. We are going to focus on network level communications and then make a short introduction to malware analysis, because, as we have already stated, the basic intention of the EK is to deliver some kind of malware to the victim. Additionally, we will demonstrate the basic tools we usually use for performing the analysis.

Typically, security researchers identify EKs on network level by capturing and analyzing malicious network traffic via PCAP (Packet Capture) files. There are multiple network tools capable of capturing, intercepting network traffic and analyzing network protocols like tcpdump, netsniff-ng, Network Monitor, Intercepting-NG, etc, but the most powerful and comprehensive network sniffer is Wireshark, developed for both Windows and *nix operating systems. A researcher can either analyze malicious traffic manually via the way we are going to describe below, or parse a capture with several rule-based tools, such as Yara, Bro and Snort. These are open-source and commercial tools of the Network Intrusion Detection & Prevention Systems (NIDS, IPS), actually parsing network traffic to identify malicious characteristics within it and intrusion signs and, especially the commercial versions, update frequently so as to not missing any new signature. A comprehensive Linux-based distribution that comes with all network analysis tools pre-installed, is the Security Onion distribution. It is easy to deploy the distribution in a virtual machine and perform all tests inside it, which has also the advantage of being an isolated environment, serving also the necessity of handling malware with caution. It contains all the necessary tools needed to perform effective and nearly-professional analysis. Security Onion features:

- Full-packet capture via netsniff-ng, for live traffic sniffing
- Tcpreplay, for replaying malicious traffic to socket for testing purposes
- Squil, for graphical interface of network security monitoring
- Squert, is the web application interface to Squil’s database
- ELSA (Enterprise Log Search & Archive), is a centralized syslog framework built on Syslog-NG, MySQL and Sphinx full-text search.
- Snort and SnortBy, defacto standard open-source IDS
- Bro and Sucirata, are powerfull IDS systems
- A large amount of rule-sets and signatures such as Snort Emerging Threats10, ETPRO, Talos rule-sets, community rule-set and the ability to

---

10 https://rules.emergingthreats.net/
We are going to analyze a sample PCAP file\textsuperscript{11} so as to better understand the process of discovering EKs in network traffic.

At first, we open the sample with Wireshark to see the packets in its nice visualization environment. It is always convenient to choose the most relevant to our analysis columns to be displayed in Wireshark panel. Besides the source and destination IP addresses, we also prefer displaying the host header of HTTP requests so as to easily spot the transitions between hosts, as well as the “Content-Type” header that help us identify the potentially dangerous types of contents delivered from the malicious server to victim’s host. It is also important to apply the filter “http” or “http.request” to Wireshark, in order to separate the HTTP requests that contain the interesting data. That said, we can start reviewing the sample.

Upon reviewing packet captures, most probably security researchers will have to deal with a lot of noise in terms of junk packets that obfuscate the packet analysis. Experience comes with the time and the more exercises one solves.

By reading carefully the packets, we usually try to identify an awkward hostname which may deliver EK. The randomness in hostname, as already mentioned in previous chapter, is one good reason to assume the presence of an EK and start the analysis from that hostname. In the following figure, we spotted the malicious domain not by the hostname which it looks normal, but because of the randomness of the URI following the GET HTTP method and a classic URI pattern. Before that, we applied a filter with the corresponding IP address in Wireshark to reduce the noise.

Specifically, the pattern `/<filepath>/search.php?keywords=<number>`, is pretty common, is contained in IDS rule-sets and the experienced researcher can say with good probability which EK maybe is involved in this infection even we are just in the beginning of the review. By viewing these signs, it is fairly safe to assume that this is a variant of Angler EK. The pattern `/term.xbel?out= <random_string>` constitutes an additional sign.

\textsuperscript{11} http://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net/2015/07/24/index.html
We can clearly see that the victim has the IP address 192.168.137.85 and submits a GET request towards the malicious server kiralyi.arcadiumentertainment.com which has IP address 185.43.223.164.

Another way that help us pinpoint the beginning of infection, is to observe the “Content-Type” header. As we have already described in previous chapters, usually there is a binary blob received by the victim, so as a first step we may try to identify the Content-Type “application/octet-stream” or something similar. Once we spot the binary, we can examine the previous conversations to identify the landing page and the redirection if it is not detectable at first sight.

![Figure 35 - Sample PCAP analysis: Spot malicious Content-Type](image)

Somewhere near the binary will probably exist an “application/x-shockwave-flash” SWF file that facilitates the malware to be downloaded. We will then go backwards to find the root cause, thus the redirection. Right before the EK domain, the victim was served with a “text/html” webpage by the IP address 185.43.223.164 with domain www.twentyone-development.com. It is worth examining this HTML file. By following the HTTP stream, we can see, out of surprise, the malicious IFRAME redirection being injected at the first line of the HTML document.
We can be sure now that the www.twentyone-development.com is the compromised website that redirects visitors to EK landing page kiralyi.arcadium entertainment.com. The following figure depicts the request of the EK landing page due to the redirection and the beginning of the rendered landing page.
A preliminary fingerprinting of the browser and host, has already be done upon submitting the above mentioned request, via the User-Agent holding the values “Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko” which represent the host and web underlying technologies installed on the targeted host. This means that the browser that is trying to establish a connection with the landing page, is Internet Explorer 11, installed within a Microsoft Windows 7 32-bit desktop (Windows NT 6.1 value).

Moreover, the landing page is hosted by a NGinX web server which is the preferred web server of EKs. By extracting the full HTML landing page from the network traffic sample, we observe that it is comprised by large blocks of obfuscated code which upon rendered on victim's browser, performs the fingerprinting of the browser seeking for vulnerabilities. Among obfuscated code which is visually limited within a couple of pixels so as to not be seen, the landing page also contains parts of Jane Austen’s novel with title “Sense and Sensibility”. As we can see the important parts of the landing page are heavily encoded. If the researcher manages to decode these parts, he will be able to see the checks performed.
Moving on the next request towards the EK server, we will notice what vulnerability was found and exploited. By looking to the request and server response once again, we can observe that the SWF file is requested for the detected version 18.0.0.203 of Flash player plugin.

The CWS represents the file signature (magic) of the SWF file.

The aforementioned version suffers from the “Adobe Flash opaqueBackground Use After Free” vulnerability, registered as CVE-2015-5122\(^{12}\) (CVSS Base Score 10.0 - Critical severity) and has a publicly known exploit\(^ {13}\) in July 2015 close to the date the EK used it. Perhaps, the attackers had already designed the exploit and used it in several infections like in this case, before the security community discovers it; this is a common phenomenon that contributes in EK’s success. Specifically, the crafted SWF file leverages the improper handling of opaqueBackground property of the Display Object class in the Adobe’s ActionScript implementation, to achieve execution of arbitrary code or cause memory corruption. The downloaded SWF files are heavily obfuscated using the

---

\(^{12}\) [https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=cve-2015-5122](https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=cve-2015-5122)

commercial Flash obfuscator DoSWF as revealed by the DoABC2() tag.

Analyzing this SWF file can be quite easy if it is sent in clear text, but most probably it will be difficult to overcome the obfuscation. Finally, we review the real malware the EK drops into the host, from which our analysis started. In our sample, this is the request for downloading the malware:
At this time, the malware has already dropped in victim's computer, it has been executed, and the host is fully compromised. It is possible to extract the binary object from the traffic and submit it in public malware repositories for analysis or try to reverse engineer it. The malware may come to more than one phases and most probably will use the system's resources to communicate with the EK's Admin Server, other malicious servers or even several legitimate sites that will help it understand the network that has infected. For instance, in our case the EK performs a series of post-infection communications:

- ip-addr.es - 188.165.164.184
- biganddigital.com - 198.211.120.49
- bibubracelets.ro - 85.204.50.99
- ehsansurgical.com - 50.87.150.75
- 100pour100unity.com - 91.216.107.226
- hotfrance.ru - 95.85.4.87
- hajuebo.de - 212.90.148.43
- beybladeoyunlari.org - 213.238.166.230
- 6i3cb6owitcouepv.ministryordas.com - 46.30.43.66

The first of these communications is towards the legitimate website ip-addr.es, that helps it identifying the external IP address of the host. But how can we determine or be sure about the kind of EK and the type of malware? We can check the PCAP file against Snort rules or other rule-sets to find this information. We will...
use the Security Onion distribution to find it out. We replayed the PCAP traffic with `tcpreplay` tool on the IDS engine loaded with Emerging Threat common and pro rule-sets and got the results on Squil interface.

![Sample PCAP analysis: IDS analytic events](image)

The IDS confirms what we saw in first place by manual examination: The actor in this sample is the Angler EK. The IDS detected the URI that leads to Angler's landing page, the landing page itself, as well as the Flash exploit against victim's web browser. In turn, it dropped the CryptoWall 3.0 ransomware within a binary blob encrypted with Tiny Encryption Algorithm (XTEA).

It is worth noting for reader’s practice, some public PCAP repositories containing captured files of malicious and non malicious traffic:

http://www.malware-traffic-analysis.net/,
http://www.netresec.com/?page=PcapFiles,
https://wiki.wireshark.org/SampleCaptures,
http://www.tcpdump.org/
CHAPTER 4 - ATTACK PATH SCRIPT

The last part of this thesis is to design a simple command-line script that parses capture files that contain malicious network traffic and indicates the potential attack path. The script is written in Python language which is really powerful scripting language with a sheer amount of useful libraries for all needs.

The script takes advantage of the Scapy library which is considered as top library for packet analysis and a powerful and interactive packet manipulation program in general. It is capable of parsing a large number of protocols, decoding packets, capturing them, crafting one layer on top of other, transmitting them, matching requests and responses and many other features.

The logic behind the script (ekchain.py) was to design a simple script that would be able to analyze the given PCAP capture and respond with a potential attack path according to the IOCs (Indicators of Compromise) it identifies in packet headers. As we already described in the previous chapter, we based the identification of IOCs in a logical sequence of events. Thus, the analysis can start with identifying the binary executable which is in turn delivered to the victim. This is what the script searches for as a first step and this constitutes our first IOC. Then, it searches the packet capture file backwards to identify the exploitation phase and hence the Flash file. In this manner, it continues in reverse order to identify the potential landing page and subsequently the redirector if exist. So, the script will search for the binary file at first, the Flash file, the landing page and in turn the redirector which is probably an IFRAME.

As for the script itself, it has the following features:

- Takes as input a PCAP file
- Parses each packet of the PCAP file
- Separates the requests and responses
- Collects the request headers that are interesting to our analysis
- Collects the response headers that are interesting to our analysis
- Identifies the redirections in response headers and response body
- Decodes the response body that is encoded
- Decompresses the response body in case its “Content-Type” is “gzip” or “deflate”
- Analyses the packets to identify potential IOCs according to the above mentioned rationale
- Print packet info
- Prints the potential infection chain

The script is very simple in usage:
Upon executing the `ekchain.py`, supplied with a sample PCAP file `sample1.pcap`, we get the following output:

```
Snipped Output
```
Snipped Output
We can observe that the script identified a potential infection attack path in the PCAP file, indicating a possible redirector, landing page, SWF file, and Binary file.

The script performs simple and preliminary analysis and is demonstrated here as a starting point for EK traffic analysis. For sure, it needs a lot of development to include all aspects and criteria of common IOCs.

**CHAPTER 5 - RECOMMENDATIONS, FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSIONS**

In this chapter, we will try to give some recommendations to the reader on how to prevent from EK attacks. Our advices are based on common best practices and our professional experience. Furthermore, we are going to propose future work pertaining to EKs and share some thoughts on subjects related to them that can be studied in the future. Finally, we will demonstrate the results and final thoughts of our analysis.

**Recommendations**

The task of safeguarding an enterprise or a home network from EKs is not considered as an easy task due to the versatility and resilience the EK manage to demonstrate through the years of their act. Most of our recommendations are simple to be adopted by the average Internet user and sometimes are costless, while others involve implementing commercial products on which the user can rely on. The following recommendations will reduce the risk of getting infected by EKs and their malware, such as ransomware or bots.

As a rule of thumb, users are recommended *updating their browsers* and browser
plugins and related web services on a regular basis since the browser is considered to be the weakest link towards infection by EK. This means that the user who is prompted by his browser for installing the next security update and just skips it, does not mitigate at all the risk of being infected by, for instance, a new version of RIG EK serving a ransomware which is able to encrypt all his valuable computer documents. Additionally, you can allow and deny certain executions of browser by selecting the right options in browser’s configuration. For instance, you can block the execution of scripts in browser by installing the corresponding plugins or prevent from the majority of advertisements by installing trusted add-blockers. You can also deny the execution of IFRAMEs or install a plugin that prompts the user with a message every time an IFRAME is about to be executed and gives him the opportunity to decide for its execution. Of course, all these plugins may not be innocent so you should check the trusted ones, keep them always updated and follow the community directions and news referred to their security issues.

Except from everyday maintenance of our computer, it is also recommended to deploy the best security products preventing from malware. Without downgrading the value of open-source products, we should advise the reader to deploy popular commercial anti-virus and anti-malware products in his computer which include robust detection and prevention capabilities, have invested a lot of money and other resources in developing their features in an optimal level and update their rule-sets and signatures frequently so as to not miss any threat. There are decent solutions, that even in zero-day exploits and even in most sophisticated and polymorphic malware, they manage to the job and prevent user from compromise.

The ISP (Internet Service Provider) plays crucial role in terms of security. It is important for our network to reside within a well-established and security-conscious ISP network that implements strong security procedures and policies regarding anti-spam and anti-phishing filtering, as well as having deployed effective security products for the same reason. Ensure that your preferred ISP fulfills as many as possible security prerequisites and follow security best practices.

Finally, the advice that is constantly offered because is the most important yet useful rather anything else, is the systematic training of stakeholders within either limited domestic or large enterprise network, on the dangers inherent in Internet browsing. The security awareness of the people that use the Internet on a daily basis, most of the times plays the crucial role in preventing against exposure to EK, since a high percentage of EK activities are propagated via malvertising and spam campaigns. People should be ready to distinguish the benign from the fake advertisement or spam email so as to not clicking on the malicious link that will transfer them to EK pages and harm their computer. Especially, within a corporate network, employees should be aware of how to handle a phishing email or a rogue
web page and report the security incident as soon as possible to the Incident Response Team. Possible delay to identify such attacks, may have devastating results on home network computers and personal files, as well as may cause significant damage in corporate image, reputation loss, or regulatory issues.

To summarize the controls against computer infection, we recommend always using trusted anti-virus and anti-spyware software and keeping your operating system and installed software - especially the web browser and its plugins - up-to-date. Note that these are the minimum prerequisites in order to protect your computer from known threats to some extent, since no device plugged at least once in the Internet is totally secure.

**Future Work**

As exploit kit research is concerned, we encourage the reader to try to keep up with the latest developments of this field since it depicts a fast moving area.

Nowadays, the growing of smartphone devices has become a new field in cyber security research. The increased usage of mobile devices comes also with a lot of security threats for the users. As these devices connect to Internet, they inherit the security issues of the Internet. In the following chart, we can see the growing usage of Internet via smartphone devices compared with the usage in desktop computers in a global level. The research has conducted between October 2009 and October 2016 by StatCounter Global Stats.

![Internet Usage Worldwide](image)

*Figure 44 - Global statistics of Internet usage*
We can see that the 51.3% of users globally prefer to use their mobile and tablet device to navigate to the Internet in comparison with the 48.7% of users that prefer their desktop. It is a reasonable result if we consider the large amount of smartphone devices have purchased globally, how many hours of our days we spend using our device and how many everyday tasks we can do with it; the capabilities of smartphone devices and desktop are nowadays almost equal. In smartphone capability, we can count web banking and everyday transactions, online purchases, chatting, and many others that involve Internet and thereby a potential attack can cost us in terms of financial cost, privacy-concerned or other security issues.

We strongly encourage the reader, as a future researcher to study the attack characteristics and patterns of EK against smartphone devices and perform a research on this growing field.

Following to our script, we suggest to the researchers who are interested in PCAP analysis to contribute in this one or in many other existent scripts and programs, in making the packet analysis live. It would be a great idea if we were able to perform on-the-fly analysis, by delaying the normal packet transmission as much as it gets so as to perform packet inspection, aiming to spot malicious activity by exploit kits and in turn, resume the traffic flow.

Conclusions

In this thesis, we attempted to cover the exploit kit phenomenon that is considered the most notorious cyber threat of recent years. This study is based on our methodical research on the Internet, on scientific papers and books, on annual security publications and reports published by the most popular security vendors and research laboratories, on practical analysis of a large amount of network capture files containing exploit kit traffic and other resources.

We tried to present the core components of exploit kits’ ecosystem, the most important aspects of their malicious activities and attempted to pinpoint their position in the growing cyber threat landscape. We covered their attack-centric and self-defense characteristics in general and specifically for the two most prevalent exploit kits, the Angler EK and the RIG EK.

Moreover, we analyzed a sample PCAP, to describe the overall procedure and steps of PCAP analysis which contains malicious traffic produced by exploit kit activities.
Finally, we constructed a basic script which can identify the potential attack path of an exploit kit by analyzing the network traffic captured during its activities. The scripts performs several checks according to criteria stemmed from exploit kit research and manual analysis of many malicious traffic samples.

Our intention was to learn more about the top cyber threat that evolves in our days and gain the necessary knowledge so as to be more proactive against exploit-kit driven security incidents.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation/Acronyms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Anti-Virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 -or- C&amp;C</td>
<td>Command &amp; Control (server)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM</td>
<td>Microsoft Compiled HTML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>Distributed Denial of Service (attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK(s)</td>
<td>Exploit Kit(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSA</td>
<td>Enterprise Log Search &amp; Archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETPRO</td>
<td>Emerging Threats PRO (rule-sets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA</td>
<td>HTML Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOC</td>
<td>Indicator of Compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>Intrusion Prevention Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIDS</td>
<td>Network Intrusion Detection Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCAP</td>
<td>Packet Capture (files)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>Hypertext Preprocessor (language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAR</td>
<td>Archive, native format of WinRAR archiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC4</td>
<td>Rivest Cipher 4 (algorithm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWF</td>
<td>Shockwave Flash (file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDS</td>
<td>Traffic Detection Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD</td>
<td>Top-Level Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDS</td>
<td>Virtual Dedicated Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTEA</td>
<td>Tiny Encryption Algorithm</td>
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APPENDIX

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
import sys, os, re
import logging
logging.basicConfig(filename='root/logfile.txt', filemode='w', level=logging.DEBUG, format='%(asctime)s - %(levelname)s - %(message)s')
logging.getLogger('scapy.runtime').setLevel(logging.ERROR)
import scapy.all as scapy
import http
from itertools import groupby
from optparse import OptionParser
import zlib
from json import dumps

def get_headers(p_payload):
    h3 = re.findall(r'(\r\n|\n)\s*\n', p_payload)
    h2 = dict(re.findall(r'(\s*=\s*=\s*)\s*(.*)\s*\n', h3))
    return h2

def get_body(p_payload):
    h_raw = str(p_payload)
    h2 = h_raw[h_raw.index('\n\n') + 4:]
    return h4

def dec_gzip(temp_body):
    dec_gzip = zlib.decompress(temp_body, zlib.MAX_WBITS|16)
    print('204: ' + P_BODY_GZIP + '204: ' +

print dec_gzip

def sha256_checksum(filename, block_size=65536):
    sha256 = hashlib.sha256()
    with open(filename, 'rb') as f:
        for block in iter(lambda: f.read(block_size), b''):
            sha256.update(block)
    return sha256.hexdigest()

def pprintchain:
    for k, v in sorted(chain.items())
        if 'iframe' in str(v):
            print(C['']
        if 'referrer' in str(v):
            print(C['']
        if 'SHF' in str(v):
            print(C['']
        if 'BINARY' in str(v):
            print(C['

def main(file):
    print(b'+[$a=15**++%A'] Parsing PCAP file: ' + file +
    packets = scapy.rdpcap(file)
    countA, countB = 1.1
```
head Req = ['Accept-Encoding', 'Host', 'Accept', 'Content-Type', 'Referer']
head Res = ['HTTP/1.1 200 OK Content-Length', 'HTTP/1.1 200 Date', 'HTTP/1.1 302 Moved Temporarily Date', 'Server', 'Location', 'Content-Encoding', 'Content-Type']

p.headers = get_headers(p[TCP].payload) | Keep all headers

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Accept-Encoding'):
    print P = Accept-Encoding: ' + p[H] + ' Accept-Encoding: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Accept-Encoding')

if p[HTTP].Host:
    print P = Host: ' + p[H] + ' Accept: p[HTTP].Accept

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Type'):
    print P = Content-Type: ' + p[H] + ' Content-Type: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Type')

if p[HTTP].Referer:
    print P = Referer: ' + p[H] + ' Referer: p[HTTP].Referer

else:
    pass

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Status-Line') or HTTP/1.0 302 in p[HTTP].getfieldval('Status-Line')
    print P = Redirection: ' + p[H] + ' Redirection: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Status-Line')

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Server')
    print P = Server: ' + p[H] + ' Server: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Server')

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Location')
    print P = Location: ' + p[H] + ' Location: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Location')

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Type') != None:
    print P = Content-Type: ' + p[H] + ' Content-Type: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Type')
    print P = Body: ' + p[H] + ' Body: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Type')

else:
    pass

if p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Encoding') != None:
    print P = Content-Encoding: ' + p[H] + ' Content-Encoding: p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Encoding')
    dec_def = zlib.decompress(p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Encoding'))
    p = Body (decompressed deflate): ' + p[H] + ' % & p[HTTP].getfieldval('Content-Encoding')

else:
    print P = (GZIP) ' + p[H] + ' (GZIP)
sessions[id].append('RAW')

else:
    print 'HAS NO BODY'
else:
    pass
except Exception as e:
    print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Scapy exception. Exiting'
finally:
    countA += 1

print ''

infection_chain = ()

proceed1, proceed2, proceed3 = False, False, False

print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Possible infection chain ' + str(e) + '!!:

print

for key, value in sorted(sessions.items()):
    bin_pos = int(value[1])
    infection_chain[key] = value
    proceed = True

    if proceed == True:
        for key, value in sorted(sessions.items(), reverse = True):
            if 'SWF' in str(value):
                swf_pos = int(value[1])
                infection_chain[key] = value
                proceed2 = True
                break
            else:
                print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Found only one binary file:
                print pprint(f年年底)
                print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Exiting
                sys.exit(0)

if proceed2 == True:
    for key, value in sorted(sessions.items(), reverse = True):
        if int(value[1]) == swf_pos-l:
            lambda_pos = int(value[1])
            infection_chain[key] = value
            proceed3 = True
            break
        else:
            print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Found only the following I0Cs:
            print pprint(infection_chain)
            print b'!!: ' + str(e) + 'Exiting
            sys.exit(0)
if proceed3 == True:
    for key, value in sorted(sessions.items(), reverse = True):
        if int(value[1]) < int(landap_pos):
            if 'iframe' in str(value):
                iframe_pos = int(value[1])
                infection_chain[key] = value
            break
        else:
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'Found only the following IOC:s': 'r'
            print pprint(infection_chain)
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'Exiting ' + r'r=Pe' + 'r'
            sys.exit(0)

pprint(infection_chain)
print '
print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'Exiting ' + r'r=Pe' + 'r'

if __name__ == '__main__':

    P = '\033[35m' # Purple
    C = '\033[36m' # Cyan
    D = '\033[36m' # Dark cyan
    B = '\033[34m' # Blue
    G = '\033[32m' # Green
    Y = '\033[33m' # Yellow
    R = '\033[31m' # Red
    b = '\033[1m' # Bold
    U = '\033[4m' # Underline
    RW = '\033[31;4m' # Red Bg
    GW = '\033[32;4m' # Green Bg
    r = '\033[0m' # Reset

    try:
        import scapy_http
        except ImportError:
            from scapy.layers import import_http

    try:
        parser = OptionParser(usage = 'usage: %prog [options] filename')
        parser.add_option('-t', '--file', dest = 'filename',
                         help = 'PCAP file to read', type = 'string')
        (options, args) = parser.parse_args()

        if options.filename is None:
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'You must supply a PCAP file' + r'
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'Exiting ' + r'r=Pe' + 'r
            sys.exit(0)
        if not options.filename.endswith('.pcap'):
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'The file must be PCAP' + r'
            print b'[%]' + r'r=Pe' + 'Exiting ' + r'r=Pe' + 'r

        main(options.filename)

    except (KeyboardInterrupt, EOFError):
        print 'Abort by user. Exiting!'